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The Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education is public
organized to administer the Western Regional Education Compact. which be-
come operative in 1953 and now includes 13 Western states. The Commission
consists of 39 mar biers. three appoimal by the governor oi each member stale.

Purpose of the 'Commissioo include: (11 making basic studio of meals
and resources io higher education particularly in the health 'clams; (2) ton-
ing se a fact-Anding agency and clearing Imo for interstate programs is Was-
son higher education.

The Commission's interest in nursing education was stimulated by the grow-
ing shortage of academically prepared people to teach the muses of the futons.
In August, 1955. the Commission authorized action to support and promote a
regional program in collegiate nursing education, with emphash on padatle
study and research.

Ahut WCHIEN

WCHEN. the Western Council on Higher Education for Nursing, was or-
wired in January, 1957. under the auspices of the Western Interstate Com-
mission for Higher Education. WCHEN has then aims:

To undertake coperadve planning for nursing education prisms k the
West.

To identify problems in nursing ediscation which need coopendes study
and action.

To stimulate noearch in nursing in the, Western MOM
Membership is open to every accredited college and university in the West

which oilers a program in nursing leading to the easociate the bactalaureets,
or a higher degree. As of Sepoember. 1964. 66 such scboois held membership
charters and participate in WCHEN and its programa.

Member colliess and universities are opreseoled is W0111,1 and in
WOIEN's basic etructural units, the seminars Graduate. Staxdrareale,

' Associate Degree, and Continuation Education by nurse alusalon appointed
by the president of the inetitution. The representathas to inch seminar Moot
their own officers, which include a chairman, a vice chairman, sod a monitary.
The chairman of the Graduate Seminar servo as the d'art's.. of WCHEN,
and the chairman and vice chairman of the Graduate Seminar end the doh%
men of the other three seminars serve as the eitieutive committee for WCHISN.

is tttr cities within the 13 Western totes. During the Wed eaporiod,
meetings of WCHEN and the seminars aft held twice each *our

WCHENZ pr.igrants ars directed by the seminar officers, the ascutive
mina, and a small permanent staff. The member schools contribute putty
through participation of faculty members in various projects and committee&
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FOREWORD

"the projects abstracted in this report were prepared by participants in a
short-term course. "improving instruction liirough the Use of Selected lools
and Techniques." sponsored by the Western Council on Higher Education for

Nuning. This experience was offered to nurse faculty personnel from the mem-

ber sc' 3ols. Each of the projects has as its program the use of one of the

me:hot.4 educational tekvision. programmed instruction. team teaching. or

independent study in Cie teaching of some segment of the nursing curncu-
!um. Copies of the compkte project reports are op fik in thr WCHEN offlce.

Finaticusi support for this counc was provided through a short-term trainee-

ship grant from the Division of Nursing. United States Public Health Service.

The assistance lent to this project by the Educetional Iekvision Depart-

ments at the Univcruty of Utah and the University of California, San Francisco.

is greatfully acknowkdvd Editorial auistance was provided by Meiotic V.

Daley. School of Nursing. University of Washington.

The contributions of the nurw staff and resource people, with Mrs. Betty

Dietrich serving as chairman of the staff and course tessiont for the second and

third weeks. are especially noted with appreciation The combined knowledge

of the staff members and the caw of their working together in teams with the
participants multed in the outcomes achieved.

Jo Eleanor Elliott
Project Director
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INTRODUCTION

One ol the objectisc s outlined by the Western Interstate Commission for

Higher Education tWICHE) in its request to the W. K. Kellogg Foundation

for continued support of the Western Council on Higher Education tor Nursing

4W(HEN) Wit's "to explore the applicability to nursing education of experi-

mental teaching methods. including honors programs, mdependent study, pro-

pawned learning, and educational television." Soon after the funds granted

by the found ition became available In January. J96, the Executive Committee

tif WCHI N appointed a sub-conurunce to delineate steps through which this

objectises could be achieved.

During ruectings of this sub-committee, karIOU% new teaching methods were

explored and four televisim, programmed instruction, team teaching, and

independent study were selected as particularly apphcable to the teaching

of nursing hos of souis:e materials were compiled; available institutes and

workshops relevant to these teaching methods were listed; and plans were de-

veloped to initiate a short-term course in which nurse faculty members could

srlect and utilize one of these methods in the teaching of se.ne aspect of

nursing. This course Was planned as a series of three one-week sessions over

a period of one year which would allow opportunity for the participants to

develope and utilize a teaching project. A proposal requesting financial support

for this rnideavor Was drafted, approved hy the WCHEN and WICHE, and

submitted to the 'Irainteship (grants Branch, Division of Nursing. United

States Public Health Service. A short-term traineeship grant was made to

WICHE to support the course.

The course was made available to sixty nurse faculty personnel from

WCHEN member schools These faculty trainees were to be competent instruc-

tors in clinic, nursing wbo had hrect responsibility for teaching students en-

rolled in meth:al-surgical. psychiatric, maternal-child, or public health nursing

courses. . tota; of fifty completed the course, attending the three one-week

sessions and submitting a project report.



Toward More Effective Teaching in WCHEN Schools

PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES OF THE COURSE

The course will designed to improve the learning esperience* of students
in Western baccalaureate schook of nursing by assisting nurse faculty members
to improve and extend their teaching skills through the 'sic of selected teach-
ing tools and techruques. mcluding educational television. prorrammed learning.
independent study, and team teaching.

The oblectives of the course were:
I. l'o improve the learning experiences of nursing students through experi-

mentation in the use of some of the newer teaching took and techniques;
educotional television. programmed learning, independent study, and team
teaching.

2. 10 assist teachers of nursing to increase their knowledge and to improve
their skin in the use of new teaching took and techniques. Consideration was
also given to the extension of the skills of teachers to * larger number of
students.

3. To study and educational philosophy and learning theories underlying
the utilization of these educational tools and techniques.

4. To eocourage the dissemination of knowledge about new teaching tools
and techniques to otblr nurse educators in the West.

This course was visualized by the Western Council on Higher Education
for Nursing as one way to improve the quably of baccalaureate education in
nursing in the West. Since all bsccalaureate nursing programs in thc thirteen
Western states arc WCHIN mcmbcrs, faculty members from all such programs
were eligible to participate. After opportunity for partic.pution was offered
to all baccalaureate programs. the course was t.ffered to aueociat: degree pro-
gram* holding WCHEN membership. Four associate degree fsculty .nembers
participated.

COURSE ARRANGEMENT AND CONTENT

The course was divided into three one-week sessions. The first session, held
in Salt "Ake City. July 2. 1963. was devoted to tne examination of tie
theoretical background of these newer teaching tools and technkoes. to ievkw
of related research, and to tkrionstration of the specific methods. At this time,
the participants were encouraged to become familiar with each of the tool. and
techniques and to select one that they could use and test in their own teaching,



The participants were provided opportunity during the second littliOn
October 14-1g, 1963, San Lake City to work independently in the develop-

ment of the design of their individual projects with consultation frtet the staff.

Attention also given to the development of tools by means of which the par-
ticipants could evaluate the use of these methods in their own teaching.

During the period between the second and third sessions of the course,
the participants experimented with the application of their selected tool or
technique in teaching on-going courses in their home schools.

At the third session lune 22-26, 1964, Oakland, California the par
ticipants had the opportunity to refine and complete their reports, share their
experiences, and if appropriate, extend and modify their project designs for
future use.

Members of the group were encouraged to select iheir own projects, work
independently, and seek consultation when the need arose. Trial of the selected
project in their own teaching between conference sessions was expected u a
pan of the course.

Each of the resource staff, who had been selected for his competence in a
specific area of methodology, worked with one of the nurse staff (the sub-
committee members) as a team to provide consistent guidance to the partici-
pants. In team teaching. educational television, and independent study the re-
source staff remained constant through the tierce sessions. In programmed
instruction one expert attended the first session only, one attended the second
and third. Continuity in this case was provided through direct contact between
the two resource staff members.

Fifty-five faculty members from baccalaureate programs and four from
associate degree programs enrolled: fifty of the fifty-nine enrollees completed
the course. Each of those fifty persons submitted either provess or completed
reports of projects undertaken or underway in the home school. In some in-
stances. two or morc participants from the same school worked together 00 a
project. Hence. the total number of projects is less than the number of partici-
pants. Reports submitted include eight in ICIMI teaching, fourteen in independent

five in educational television, and twelve in programmed learning. The
tracts of those reports make up the body of this publication.

PARTICIPANTS EVALUATION OF THE EXPERIENCE

Opportunity was provided for the participants to evaluate the course at
the end of each one-week session. Review of these evaluation reports indicates
that the participants believed this course to be of sufficient value to recommend
its repetition for enother group of faculty members. Some persons felt that
the participants in this first course would gain further benefit from an addi-
tional series. There was apparent consensus that the educational experience
offered students in WCHEN schools had been improved through faculty parti
cipation in this course. Content aspects mentioned as particular) beneficial
included the emphasis placed on clearly-stated behavioral student objectives
as well as information concerning the specific tools and techniques. Individual

2



consultation witt resource staff and small group discussions were considered

the most helpful teaching methods employed. The opportunity to focus on a
particular aspect and method of teaching in a %curl removed from on-going

job responsibilities was viewed as contributing to ....le success of the venture.

Course participants also reported some frustrations. Some members of the

group had expected a more directed and structured experience, and suggest

a more thorough orientation be provided to potential enrollees in the future.
Others stressed the need to more clearly inform the "home school" of the
participant's need for released time and, in some instances, financial assistance,
if the project were to tie entirely successful. Dissemination of information con-
cerning these !sew teaching tools and techniques to other faculty members in

the home setting was not believed to have been achieved to a significant de-

gree. In this mpect. better orientation of all faculty members tc the objectives
of this short.t:rm course was believed essential.

From the standpoint of physical arrangements for possible future courses,
the enrollees suggest that adequate library resources and equipment (such as
typewriters) be made more readily accessible to the living area than was possi-

ble in this first course.

STAFF EVALUATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Both the nurse staff and the resource staff exp vied satisfaction with the
degree to which the objectives were achieved. The venture was viewed at
successful. The key to this accomplishment was the participants' active involve-
ment in the development of the evaluation of an instructional plan utilizing one
of the specific teaching tools or techniques.

Unexpected dividends reported by the staff included the participant's clari.
fication of educational goals. change in the participant,' attitudes toward ex-
perimentations, and a sharpenirsg of their skills in educational research.

The members of thc staff developed the recommendations to be considered
in planning for similar endeavois in the future. that:

1. The same general time plan of three one-week sessions within a period
of several months to one year be r4:tained.

2. The development of an instructional plan utilizing one of thc specific
tools or technics by each participant continue to be a course require-

ment.
3. The participants should be carefully selected. Each candidate should

submit an application for review by a central admissions committee.

4. k firm structure of the course plan and requirements should be pro.
vided the participants no later than the first sessicn.

5. The first session should be planned around a small-group and person-to-
person contacts rather than large-group lecture periods.

6. Provisilns be made to permit participant, teaching in the same clinical
fields to spend some time together in small-group sessions.

3



7. Samples of materials similar to the expected projects be provided to
participants All one Way to latmulatte their creativity.

8. The deans or directors of the schools make comrnittments which would
allow the participants the released time and financial support essential
to completion of their projects.

9. A follow.up study of the participants actual use of the newer teaching
methods be made one year following the termination of the course. This
could be accomplished through a mailed questionnaire.



ABSTRACTS OF PROJECTS
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TEACHING THE NURSE: ROLE IN HELPING FAMILIES

ASSUME RESPONSIBILITY
Public Health Nursing and/or Psychiatric Nursing

Junior or Senior Level Students

He en Bckley Idaho State University

Introduction
A shde-sound film MA% dcselopcd which demonstrates lout lesels of family.

centered responsibility. It is intended for students in psychiatric or public health

nursing.
In the past. this inaterial on the nur..e's tole in helping a family assume

responsibility has besm presented through lectures and discussions. It was the

opinion of the students that the material was uninteresting and too often not

meaningful. Since this is extremely important content, the instructor sought a

new hwthod for presenting it. lhe sound-slide film was selected fot the follow.

ing reasons:
I. 'I he material could be presented in and interesting and dramatic manner.

2. 'Itic students were easily motivated to learn thiJugh its prescntahon.

'the students learned thoroughly the role oi the nurse through panici-

pasting in producing the script.
4. "lhe slides can be easily changed and the tape modified as needed.

5. The slides and tapes could be developed economically.

Objectives:
(Junior and Senior Students)

A. Explain the four general levels at which a num works in helping a

family assume responsibilities for its own health problems.

H. In actual family counseling or home visitation. the nurse makes a de-

cision as to the proper level for helping a family and explains the

reasons for her decision.

Design:
he sound-slid film is descriptive. the cartoon slides and narrative illustrate

and explain thc four levels of family-centered responsibility.

Evaluation devices used:
A. 'the students completed a paper and pencil test that explained the four

general lesels at which a nurse works in helping a family assume
responsibilities for its own I.:eight: problems. Since the students had

participated in developing the tape they knew the material and re-
ceived 100 per cent on thc test. In thc future. it will be possible to

obiectisely test the students following presentation of the material.

B. The students actually counseled with a family and reported to the in-
structor thc level at which they would work and explained the reason

for their decisions.

Conclusions
The slide-sound program helped the students learn effectively the nursing

skills that were needed in helping a family iltsufne increasing levels of responsi

bility. Through actually observing the nurse in the various slides and listening

to the interviewing technique. thc students had the opportunity to learn the

techniques uscd by nurses in helping a family assume increosing responsibility

for itself.



Problems encountered:
Actually there were few problems aside that of the pressure of time and

expense in making the slides. The art student's concept of the nurse proved

interesting His concept reflected the movie concept of a glamorous, sexy,
shapely maiden w ho posed betide a doctor holding his instruments and only
mos ing on call.
Ideas for further studies:

Since the students were so interested in the slide-sound program, additional
area% of public health nursing and psychiatric nursing could be developed. For
cxample. the public health nurse making a first visit to a new mother and Set
baby; the psychiatric nurse admitting a new patient to a ward, the student nurtie
counseling a mother in a child health conference.

A STUDY TO MEASURE THE TEACHING EFFECTIVENESS
OF A PROGRAMMED TEXT

Sophomore Level Students in Obstretical Nursing
Genevieve Burcharn Montana State College

Introduction:
1 he problem wilt to consider thc use of a specific programmed text. Intro.

ductwn ol kerma by Marie M. Scedor, at a self -study, home assignment with
two groups of students in maternal-chlid care nursing and to do a comparison
study between the two groups.

The student% in Maternal-chdd Care were at the basic level in the Hospital.
The two groups. 14 in each, had completed three quarters at the College Cam-
pus and one clinical quarter in the Hospital. Previous educational gackground
on Campus included the physical science courses 1Bacteriology, Anatomy and
Physiology and Chemistry ), also an Introduction to Nursing. In the first clinical
quarter Funtlamentak of Nursing was taught; st included Nursing Procedures.
Introduction to Pharmacology. Introduction to Medical-Surgical Nursing and
Problems in Clinical Nursing. The students in Maternal-Chdd (are Winter
quarter nad some theory in Methcal-Surgical Asepsis but clinical experience
was limited. Those students participating sn Spring quarter had an additional
quarter and a half 116 weeks ) of theory and experience in Medical-Surgical
Nursing which included approximately 40 hours experience in Operating Room.
The (i.P.A. of the two groups was comparable; the first group average was
3.37 and the second 3.305.
Ob)ective:

The objective was to measure the teat.hing effectiveness of a programmed
text. 'The more specific obiectives were taken from the text as listed by Marie
M. Sectlor. The teaching objectives was to increase the student knowledge of
Asepsis.
Design:

The students wcrr given a pretest soon after thc beginning of the quarter.
Then each student received the book Introduction to AsepsLi to study for three
weeks. This then was followed by a post-test and the results compared.
Evaluation Devices:

The written pretest and post-test was the evaluation tool used.
The criterion test for evaluation was supplied from thr faculty at the Uni-

X



versity of New Mexico It was thought perhaps a geographic and school com-

parison might be interesting.

Conclusions:
The results were not satisfying. with the first group of students doing better

than the second group. Out of tit questions thr average pretest questions missed

by the first group was 25.14'5. the post-test score was 22 S7 making a pin of

3.28 or in the second group the pretest aerage was 24.714. with 22.145 in

the post-test. making a gain of 1.93 of 1.1%

I. It seems to be apparent that unless the students receive a grade for the

Maenad to he studied. they arc not motivated for self-study.

2. During the Medical-Surgical experience apparently the principles of

Asepsis are not being reinforced in a meaningful way.

3. Student practice win limited in some castil of asepsis. e.g. cleaning and

stenlwng of instruments, terminally cleaning a patient's room.

Problems Encountered:
Actually thcrr were none. However. students were not mvaivated to study

the assignment work for which there would he no grade. so., therefore, did

not take the time to study the home assignment, even though he thought it

valid material.
Possible Solutions to Problems:

In considering this nwthod of instfuctson for future use, it is felt that it

would he wise to quiz the students at frequent intervals, using demonstration

and practice of Medical-Surgical Asepsis. 'the student would then be graded

on the material.
Ideas for Further Study:

To use this method of teaching Medical-Surgical Asepsis in the Funda-

mentals of Nursing during the first clinical quarter. "to identify areas in clinical

practice where the student can apply these principles.

DEVELOPMENT OF PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION

FOR NEUROLOGICAL NURSING

Junior Level Students L Medical-Surgical Nursing

Lois Burnett
Loma Linda University

Introductions
The purpose of this project was to develop a mut of programmed instruction

dealing with nursing care problems of a patient with increased intracranial

prerssure. The unit is intended for use as a part of the instructional content in

Medical-Surgical Nursing for Junior students in a university school of nursing.

These students will hive completed couries on the basic sciences during the first

year of college. Advanced physiology will he given duiing thc junior year. The

students will have completed Medical-Surgical Nursing i.

Objectives
The overall student objective with which the planned program instruction

would be concerned was: to acquise ability to gie nursing care to a patient

with increased intracranial pressure or to a patient with such a potential

which is based on an application of the underlying physiological principles.

The specific subobiective with which the programmed instruction would dee/

was: To ipecify the physiological changes which re.ult in an increased intra.

9



Manila! pressure i 4Concqucnc of activities of the patient, or A% a conse-
quence of nursing activities lor the patient.
Design:

Conceph tterted Dorn %elected literature will br used alb the IbUtlfCC for
Wiling of the frames for the programmed instruction and subsequently for
the desrlopment of questions for pre- and povttrst the content of the pro-
grammed unit ss intended to be basic to an understanding of the nursing prob-
lems of patients with intrrcranial space occuping lesions, lfaUtna and
infectiens It w:il be concerned with teaching thr piwtiological princspks re-
lated to an snCreilbr Of infracranial pressure as a consequence of a patient
coughing, cho1:11.. crying, vomiting. %meting and straining at stool. Thr unit
will be prrwnted following a WIWI* of the anatomy of thz brain by means of
a two-hour brain-cutting fellUfe-tkITIOntlfilillon prrventrd by a neurological pa-
thologist. and a one-hour tiawoom discussion for the review of the anatomy
and physiology of thr ncrsous system.

bistruction in the clinical laboratory will provide for the student subircts
immediate opportunity for the application of content in the nursing care of
patients with increased intracrainial pressure ot with this potential.
Evaluation:

After writing a few tramcs, a tryout will be made on one individual. Errors
will indicate need for revision I ryouts will be repeated on all frames until
there are no effort. The revised unit will he administered to the selected stu-
denh.

One test of approximately SO multipk choice items will be prepared for
the as both pre-and post-test From thr test results thr "Actual tiain" and
"(tam Ratio- will bc determined in conPection with thr programmed instruc-
tion unit It has becn indicated that a "tiain Ratio" of 0.50 would be a very
good outcome for cvaluation of programmed instruction. ihe highcr Ihr score
above 0.10, the better the outcome.
Problems:

it had been anticipated that a previously prepared programmed instruction
course could be obtained, but the one considered was not as yet available.
Future Plans:

Compkte thc pre- and post-test.
2. Administer the test to the selected students.
3. Develop frames sufficiently to cover test items, if satisfactory test items

canot be secured elsewhere.
4. Evaluation according to plans outlined.
5. Usc of a programmed instruction of neuroanatomy now bring developed

by another pawn.

NON-VERBAL COMMUNICATION PROGRAMMED
INSTRUCTION

Caroiyn E. Carison University of California
at Los Angelis

Introduction:
Communication has gained increased recognition as an important concept

in nursing. This is exemplified in the more recent nursing literature and in



nursing curricular change Nursing educators arc laced with the task of finding

elective methods for teactimg the vArfous aspects of communication.

Student experience difficulty in learning the significance of non-verbal

commumcation, therefore, they have difficulty observing and describing non-

verbal cues.

Development of a Programmed Instruction Tool

'Ihe writer has attempted to develop A teaching tool for the purpose of

facditating this learning of non-,,erhal communication, Programmed instruc-

tion way the method chosen for constructing the tool because it an01411 the

student to: I ) progress at her own rate according it.. her ability, 2) continually

be aware of her progress, and 11 be tested frequently so that if learning were

not occurring, it would be known.
The program is based on the premises that all non-verbal behavior is mean-

ingful. Thus, anything that can he observed in Another perton is capable of

communicating something. Even the smallest wrinkles of the brow or the dim-

lion of lines around the mouth consciously or unconsciously communicate

something to another person if they are observed. In order to make use of the

more subtle non-verbal cues in interactions with others, it is necessary to be

aware of them Only when cues Arc consciously observed by another person

can meaning for the cues be discovered "lo communicate the meaning of non-

verbal behavior to another individual, st is necessary to be able to describe

non-verbal Coco.

Objectives:
-me ohwctivet for this programmed nstruction tool on non-verbal com-

munication were as follows:
At the completion of this proram the student will:

I. Define non-ver!ial communication as any human behavior that is ob-

served and does not involve words. Students may use their own words;

however, the elements of behavior, observed and absence of words mutt

be included.
2. Define non-veibal cue as ..omething that one observes that helps one to

go about problems solving or as a hint that helps one to discover the

meaning of behavior.
3 State the three maior sources for non-verbal cues of the face, hands and

total body.
4. (lassify non-verbal cues that a person in a picture is givnig within each

of the three mator sources f Criterion for classification was concurrence

with expert opinion.)

Progress to Date:
Pictures were selected to illustrate the non-verbal cues presented in the

program and alto to test the student's ability to identify arid describe accurately

the non-verbal cues.
Non-verbal cues were divided into three general categories in the program

to facilitate study: Facial, hand, and total body cues. Each category was con-

sidered separately in the program and was divided into smaller areas of cues.

For example, thc facial cues were divided into cues of the: 1) hair and fore-

head. 2) eyel. 3) ithe nose and mouth, and 4) general cues of the face. Follow-

ing a discussion of the cm.s of one area, a picture of that particular area was

shown to illustrate the cues. Then, another picture of this area was shown for
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the students to identify and describe the cuet. This wa the procedure for all

three categories of non-verbal cues. At the end of the program, two pictures

of people were shown and ttudents writ asked to identify and describe all of

the non-verbal curt that had been presented in the program.
The program talfes approximately two hours. It has not yet been tested

on the junior nursing students for whom it was designed. A group of these

students will take the program in the fall, 1964. 11 will he evaluated at that

time.
".he program was presented to thirty-six nurtet at "The Nurses in the Col-

lege Health Service" workshop in tos Angeles in lune. The participants had

various level. of education. A systematic evaluation was not auersopted at the

workshop. At this stage of development, the writer was primari!y interested

in subjective reactions to the teaching method, the content of IN program.

and in mechanical difficulties, of presentation.

Conclusions:
This group generally found the program to he extremely interetting. useful

for nursing. enjoyable and well presented. Some individuals would have liked

more direction prior to beginning the program. Also, there was diffi..dty view-

ing some of the pictures from the hark of the room and writing answers in a

dark room.
Proposed Evaluation of the Program:

All things considered, the program seems to be wonhwhile. Suggestions

will be incorporated and the program will he tested in tht 1a 11. Two tests, in-

cluding questions and pictures. will he developed and administered to two

groups of students: one group that has taken the experimental program. and

the other group that has studied non-verbal communication through present

methods. One test will he used as a pre-test and the other as a post-test. The

lest results will he subjected to a statistical analysis of variance. The analysis

will he by: 11 instructor. 2) test order, and it instructional method.

EVALUATION OF THE PROGRAMMED TEXT
ARITHMETIC FOR NURSES - IN A BACCALAUREATE

PROGRAM OF NURSING
Sophomore Lyre! Nursing Students

Annette Ezell University of Nevada

Introduction:
The research question was: "Can a stutlent accurately calculate correct

drug dosages upon completion of the programmed text. Arlihtnetk or Nursesr

Programr..ed instruction text used:
I Fender. Marilyn 8.. Andimfric bor Nurses. Springer Publishing

Company. New York. 1961.1
The programmed instruction text was integrated into Nursing 210 Main-

taining Health in the Life Continuum. Part 1. This %as a five credit coune
taught during the first semester of the academic year to sophomore nursing
students. This program. as &signed by the author, required approximately 15

hours for completion.



Ob
To determine the learning of students using the described programmed

text. The studem objective was: (iiven a probkm or situation involving the

computation of quantities of drugs to be administered, the student accurately

calculates the correct dotage.
To attain this broad objective, the student must adequately meet the follow-

ing sub-ohjectives:
a. calculate fractions;
h. calculate decimal fractions.
C. change fractions and percentages into ratios and vice versa.

d. convert Arabic values to Roman numerals.
c. transfer numerical weights and measures from tbe Metric to the Apotho-

caries System, and vice versa.
f solve problems h! proportions in dosages, solutions, and temperature

conversions.

Design:
Tbe sophomore class of 24 nursing students (male and female) were

given thc assigrment for the programmed instruction during the middle of the

Fall semester A sheet of instructions were distributed to each student and a

discussion followed. Students were encouraged to ask for individual confer-

ences whenever they needed them.

Evaluation:
Two similar paper and pencil test forms were designed to evaluate the

stated objective. During the pre-testing. twelve students received Test Form A.

and the remainder received Test Form H. This process was ft:versed during

the post-testing. An testing was done at one time. Post-testing occurred six

weeks after initiation of the program.

COWL/ OM
The evidence suggested that sophomore students showed a marked increase

in their ability to calculate dosages as determined by criterion instruments.

However. there were a large number of errors made by students upon comple-

tion of the programmed text. Additmnal karning .-xperiences were necessary to

achieve the level of performance required in the nursing program. A one-to-one

relationship between student and instructor was necessary to supplement the

programmed material. This pp.ni.ailar p.ngram did not assure attainment of

the requisite level of competency' csta'aished in the overall ohiective for all

students. However. the program ifitti achieve the ohiective for some students.

It most be concluded that the prorsm. Arithmetic for Nurses, aids all

students in learning some of the sub-behavim.. measured by the criterion in-

struments; but that additional individual instruction is required to attain the

broad objective. Many students who have completed the programmed text

could not accurately calculate correct drug dosages.

Problems:
I. Six weeks appeared to i a prolonged period of time between pre- and

post- testing.
2. Students expresesd dislike for "factoring" in the programmed text.

Possible Solutions:
1. Pre- and post- tot at closer intervaIL

2. Plan group discussions rcgarding "factoring."
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INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIP IMPROVEMENT

Junior Level Students in Medical-Surgical Nursing

Estelle Oa Hilly
Stanford University

Introduction:
Nursing education faces a formidable challenge. While the growth of

knowledge has proceeded at an almost geometric rate and has produced more

information, more skills and more experience f ur inclusion within the minting

school curriculum, there has been an increasing pressure from society and

from thc profession to maintain the trathtional limits of tirne for the educa-

t:onal process. Indeed there have 1.een attempts to reduce the overall fime

required for the education uf a nurse. Somewhere. somehow, these competing

forces must bc resolved in ..uch a way as to maintain hiOeducor...; standards.

Selection of the Human Development Institute program **Relationship

Improvements** was based on the following assumption's:

I. Knowledge of thc basic prnciples of interpersonal relationships is an

integral part of the educational preparation of the nursing student.

2. The abihty to apply principles of interpersonal relationships in specific

situations is essential for thc effective functioning el the nursing student.

I. Ability to apply the principles of interpessonal relationships may stimu-

late changes in behavior in the direction of personality growth and im-

proved relations with others.

Objectives:
1. Administration of the program **Interpersonal Relationship Improve-

ment" to a group of students at the beginning of thc first of two quarters

of Medical-Surgical Nursing.
2. Evaluation of the effectiveness of a programmed text on interpersonal

relationships as a teaching method.

0 sign:
1. Participants %vie third year nursing students at a private university, in

the second quarter of the first year of a three year maior in nursing.

2. Selection of Teams: Ten students participated in thc project on a volun-

tary basis. Teams of two students wcrc selected by random choice by

the director of the project; five tearTI% participated.

3. Length of time involved in the completion of the program: Two one-

hour sessions each week for five weeks: a total of ten hours per team

or 50 hours for the whole group.
4. Each student was responsible for the completion of the text within the

assigned period of time.

Evaluation Devices:
1. Check list designed to test the effectiveness of the individual frames and

sessions of the program.
2. Opinionnaire to be completed by each student at the conclusion of the

program.
3. Individual conference with the director of thc project.

Conclusions:
(wed on student opinionnairc and conferences.)

I. Learning tends to occur more effectively in situations where the learners

derive feelings of satisfaction.
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2. Transfers of learning or generalization occurs where the learners recog-

nite similarities and dissimdarities between past experience and present

lituations.
3. In a given situation interpersonal relationships depend on what is pre-

ceived by the individual.
4. Behavior change requires active learner participation.

5. Exploration of thc interactions which occurred between the participants

of the project increased awareness of the unexpressed feelings of others

and of thc methods by which more open expressions of feelings might

hc incresased.
6. Programmed instruction provided the nursing students with opportuni-

ties for guided practice in the application of the principles of interper-

sonal relationships in specific situations.
7. Analysis of the check list indicated a high correlmion between the

stimulus nd thc expected response in the individual frames and in

the sev.ions of the text.

An additional value of thc panicipation of the nursing students in this

project was a better integration of the individuals into the group; improved

interactions among the participants with their peer group. with their patients

and with other nursing students.
Programmed instruction represents a new break through in learning me-

thodology. Because of the need to cover so much material in an increasingly

limited time, yet provide for individualized assistance to develop student po-

tentials, such an instructional approach is particularly suited for nursing edu-

cation.
Problems:

1. Cost of the program selected for the project.

2. 1.ate administration of the program: learning experiences for the stu-

dents probably would have been more meaningful it placement of the

program has been earlier in the total curriculum that is, if the pro-

gram had been admini..cered during the first five weeks of the first

quarter of the nursing major.
I. The attitude of the f;:culty towards the use of a programmed text con-

cerned with the teacning of interpersonal relationships lessened the en-

thusiasm for the project.
4. The small number of students participating limited the evaluation of the

program as an effective teaching method.

5. No pre-post tests could he developed before the administration of the

text because of time limitations.

Recommendations:
1. Pre-post tests must he developed to provide valid evaluative tools.

2. Content of the program should he focused on patient-nurse interactions

to provide the most meaningful learning experience for nursing students.

3. Administration of the text shnuld be in the first five weeks of the first

quarter of the nursing major.
4. The progr3m should he used in conjunction with group discussions

focused on specific student-patient experiences.

5. Orientation of the faculty to the concept of the use of the programmed

text as an effective extension of available teaching methods.
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TEACHING OF AN INTRODUCTION TO ASEPSIS
BY PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTIOU

Sophomore, Junior and Senior Level Nursing Students
Marilyn J. Hanna Univorsity of New Mexico
Virginia S. Jackson
Jeanne Crush

Assisted b Faith Jensen
asy P. Simmons

Introduction:
The recent, simultaneous explosion of population and knowledge has pro-

duced effects which call for changes in education and at thc same time make
these changes pouthlr. Educators every held ate faced with the same prob-

lem: How to teach increasing numbers of students more lacts, principles and
skills, and yet do so more effectively and efliciently. Ness teaching techt.iques,
based on recently acquired knowledge of human behavior, have been developed
and tested by psychologists and other experts. What is now needed in order
to &setup theni into familiar tool. for Ai to use is broad testing in the &id
where the average teacher works.

Some of the most impressive findings in new media indicate the effectiveness
of programmed leaning. at least an the area of learning factual information.
Many programs now exist which can be and are being used. Many 1110re could
he developed if teachers want them. Only a few programs arc available to nurse
educators, and the authors were able to find very little published data on field
testing of those which are on the market.

Onc test by the author of thc programmed text. Introduction to Asepsit .
is reported in the nursin literature. She found that a gain in achievement
between pre- and post-test performance was greater for the "teaching machine"
group than for the group who had regular classroom instruction. She concluded
that since "students learn as much from thc programmed instruction method
as they do from conventional classroom instruction that it seems more sensible
to use the teaching machine if only to relieve some of the time pressure 017
both instructors and students."

Objective:
The availability of this text and the repon of its testing provided us with

the opportunity to use it with our students and compare our results and con-
clusions as well as make recommendations as the results of our experience.

Design:
Thc internal and external features of the program were examined. Internal

features arc defined as those which can be determined by visual inspection. i.e..

type of program. form of obicctives. content, and whether or not the program
adheres to psychological htcory upon which programming is based. External
features answers the que

I. Does thc program teach what it proposes to teach7

2. What ate the sources of the content material?
3. What are the qualifications of the teacher (programmer)?

'Scedor. Marie M.. "Can Nursing He Taught with Teaching Machines?"
thr A:twit-on Journal of Nurtinx. 6 3 (5) p. 120. May 1963.



4. h the presented materia n isccord with the educational obiectives of

the user?
5. What is the reaction to the program by students and teachers?
Seventy-two students, including sophomores. Juniors. and seMors, partici.

pated. A pre- and post-test was given and the ratio of gain/total possible gain

win Calculated.
Conclusions:

lhe main gain ratio of 27 sophomore students %414% 46.5% of 19 junior
students 52.2% and of 26 seniors was

Student comment was roughly divided equally between favorable and non-

!loanable comments.
Teachers felt that while the text could he improved, it is worth using on

the sophomore and junior level. They would not recommend using it as a
review tor trnior studews unless the clinical area provides opponunity for
practice.

No correlation was found between the student's grade point average and

Ain ratio.
ecommendations:

I. Improvement of the program.
2. Additional studies using vatiolls methods of presentation to determine

the most effective technique.
3. Studies to identify the factors which motivate student learning with
this technique.

SELF INSTRUCTION PROGRAM IN THE PREPARATION
OF DRUGS FOR INTRAMUSCULAR INJECTION

Mimed for Sophomore Level Students in
Medical-Surgical Nursing

Yasuko Hee University of Hawaii

introduction:
-Teaching machine- and -progranuned learning.' arc familiar words hut

many nursing educators never seriously investigated the most appropriate use
and possible effects of this instructional method. Thc technique may appear
too simple for use in professional education and not of the type a scholar
would want to become invohed in, but the extensive use being made of the
technique by othcr disciplines suggests that it he evaluated for use in nursing
education.

It is true that each year there are 1 ) an increasing number of students,
2) students of various levels of maturity. 31 more academically able students,
4) seemingly increasing content area to cover in available time, and 5) mote
behavioral obiectives arc expected to hc met hy the end of the course.

If one could successfully program an arca in medical-surgical nursing
that would meet the needs of this faculty it would indeed he very helpful. Thus

an attempt was madc to program an area, though lust a small section, in
pharmacology. Integration cf pharmacology has hcen an arca of concern and
neglect since it ceased to be taught as a separate course.

To limit this proxct to the scope of thc writer, an area was selected that

was concerned with thc preparation of a drug for administering by the intra-

muscular route.
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Obisetivas:
Only those student objectives which were considered essential for the basic

understanding of the contents were included. These were:

I. Know what a drug is.
2. Litt 4 areab of consideration when selecting a route of drug adminis-

tfatson.
3. Explain the two major differences between the action of an intrarnuscu-

tar injection and the oral route of drug administration.
4. Name the 3 sites that may be used to inject a drug into the muscle

tissue.
5. I.ist all equipment necessary to administer an intramuscular injection.
6. Assemble from among all instruments in the storeroom those necessary

in the preparation of drugs for intramuscular injection.
7. Identify the instruments (or parts of an instrument) that must be kept

sterile.
8. Explain the precautions that must be observed by a nurse in order to

avoid contamination and infection when preparing an intramuscular

injection.
9. Prepare 2 cc of solution from a vial using proper technique for intra-

muscular administration of at drug.

Design:
Appropriate panels were used. Ail instruments necessary in the preparation

of a drug by the intramuscular route were labelled and placed on the display
shelf in the laboratory. In addition to this a similar set was also prepared to
be given to each participating student so that she would be able to continue
the lesson at home.

Frianes were constructed for each object ves. Each item was typed on a
x 5 card. 'Iwo students from the freshmen Class, picked at random. partici-

pated in testing this phase of the project.
Students' responses to each frame were studied and adjustments made in

the frames. They were then written in booklet form with total frames consist-
ing of approximately 230 items.

Three students picked at random from the freshmen class, participated
in the final testing of the project.

Evaluation Devices:
Two pretests: first, a paper and pencil test requiring listing. d 'fining, and

short answers for those behaviors that could be evaluated by this means; second,

a check list was devised in order that instructors could obtain consistent ob.
servation of a student's skill.

A post test, comparable to thc pretest. was prepared to evaluate the paper
and pencil behaviors. The same check list was used to evaluate skills for a
post iustruction test.

Conclusion:
d".sthe three students completed the program in a week. Students were very

enthusiastic and thought that this was fascinnting and beneficial way to learn.
They did not feel -pushed" but on the other hand they did not procrastinate
either. They seemed to enjoy their independence.
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Although fra es seemed crude. empirical testirg appeared to reveal that
the participating students satisfactorily met the objectives set for this part
of the course.

Pre-test mean score 10 Actual gain 34.33

Post test mean score 44.33 (sam ratio .91

Maximum gain possible 37

Problems:
1. Construction of frames.
2. Built-in errors in the check list.

Possible Solutions to Problems:
1. Obieetives were reviewed in relation to francs and test items. Adjust-

ments were made.
2. Check list revised.

Ideas for Further Study:
The program. as it is now, is not suitable to be implemented in the program

at the University of Hawaii.
1. Existing frames will require further refinement.
2. More obiectives will have to he included before the program can take

the place of the content now stressed in the course.
3. Frames that appear to be too elementary will have to bc studied further.
4. Revited program must he tested on sophomore students.

S. How to get the benefits of class discussion in a program is an area that
needs to be explored.

MATHEMATICS FOR DRUGS AND SOLUTIONS
A Study of Programmed Instruction
Beginning Clinical Nursing Students

Vera Koehler Sacramento State College
Introduction:

This project was derived from the writer's observation that collegiate nurs-

ing students have difficulty transferring and/or applying their knowledge of
mathematics to the content arca of drugs and solutions. Lecture-discussion
presentation of materills have required mile class time than the writer felt
should be necessary on the basis of the students prerequisite experiences in
the curriculum pattern. The programmed text was developed tin collaboration
with a colleague.) as a means of teaching this content more effectively and

efficiently.
The setting for which this protect was designed was that of a beginning

clinical nursing course of two semesters. Studci in the beginning clinical
nursing course at the University of California. San Francisco. were used to
test the material. e programmed text was designed to teach the student
the metric. apothecary, and household systems of drug measurement, equiva-
lents between these systems. .rid usage of these systems in the preparation of
oral medications, hypodermic ta lets, iniectable medications (liquid), drup
measured in units, drugs packaged in dry form, and solutions.

Objectives:
The general objective of this programmed text was to provide a tod for

the effective and efficient teaching-learning of the mathematics of drugs and
solutions. When the student had completed the programmed text. the student

should be able:
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1. to write the conversions of equivalent% within and between the metric,
apothecary and household systems of measurement as related to drugs and
solutions. and

2. to solve problems related to drug and solution doaages including the
utilization of conversions of the metric, apothecary end household system

This programmed text was used A% an integral part of the nursing students'
first clinical nursing course Sections of the program weie given to the students
at infervah during the two consecutive semester course. The total provam
was divided in this manner se that the mathematical concepts preceded the
lecture-discussion and clinical experienctm dealing with the actual administra-
tion of medications.

Written directions for the use of the programmed text were included with
each student's copy of the first section. It WA% believed that these directions
were sufficiently explanatory, but opportumty was provided for answering
students' questions. Mete proprams were used out of class and arbitrary time
period was established for completion of the sections of the programmed text.

Evaluatiem
Evaluation of the program ssas carried out as follows-
!. a pretest consisting of fifty (50, multiple choice type problems directly

related to computation of drug and solution dosages including utilizing con-
versions of the metric, apothecary and household systems was administered

prior to any formal presentation of material within the programmed text per se.
Each student's score was determined by the investigator. This pre-test Wadi-
tuted no portion of the student's course grade.

2. this same test was sdministered after the students had completed the
total programmed text and this score constituted a small portion of the stu-
dent's overall course grade. Measures of both gain and gain ratio were com-
puted by the irvesttgator for each student in order to determine the effective-

ness of this program as a teaching tool. The gain ratio score provided a measure
of how much was actually taught via the program as compared to how much
could be possibly taught.

3. time spent in class dealing with the program was noted.

*11111/fill Di the Study:
The gain ratio, as defined by Ellis, the ratio of gain actually achieved

as companred with total possible gum. yielded the following evidence: On com-
puting gain ratio scores, it Was found tbat the mean gam ratio of the 71 stu-
dents who participated in this study was 0./t5, which means that the students
learned 115% of what they could have possibly learned, quite a substantial gain.

1. The gain ratios of the seventy-one 1711 students who participated in
this study ranged from 0.57 to I.00.

2. Twenty-four percent f 24% of thew students achieved a gain ratio score
of 0.57 to 0.79.

3. Seventy-six percent Ms% of these siudents achieved a gain ratio score
of 0.80 to 1.00.

A gain ratio score of 0 S WA% considered the baseline for determining
whether or not a program is an effective teaching tool. ft was concluded that
this programmed text was a successful instrument for the meeting of the stated
objectives.
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One hour *A% allotted for thc administration ol the pretest. "lwenty minutes

were spent in the initial distribution of the first section of the programmed

text. One hour was allotted for the post tett. Students reported spending

approximately the same amount of time using this text as other students had

spent in the past with other materiah. This text then was considered to he an

efficient use of teacher-student contact time. Overall inspection if the pre-

and post test items revealed that the test was quite sensitive.

in light of the success of this program as a teaching too!, the writer would

sugsest that further studies investigating the development and/or utilization

of other programmed materials in nursing would be mdicated.

PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION UNIT ON TRACTION
tophomors and Junior Laval Studonts

/Anneal-Su ical Nursing
Marlys Lilloskov San Francisco S

Mari Pinion

introduction:
The obiective of the authors was twofold. Piro, we wished to gain experi-

ence in writing progamrsed instruction, and second, the writers recognized the

need for material such as this in nursing. There seemed to he many areas

where students demonstrate variations in their Abdo, to learn facts. This could

he due to differences in science and general educa:on or differences in past

experiences in terms of practical application, as in the case of some students

employed in hospitals as nurses aides, or due to other factors. From past

experience, it seemed that this was true in the area of traction. We felt that

prorrammed instruction might he of value herr as it would allow some stu-

dent* to proceed rapidly while others could work at their own tate.

Obloctivoss
The oNectives for student learning were:
1. To define traction.
2. To state the purpose of traction in common orthopedic conditions.

3. To state conditions (health problems) where traction is used.

4. To state the maior differences between skeletal and skin traction.

I. To name two methods of providing skektal traction.

To recognize skeletal and skin traction.
7. To state the major differences between balanced and straight (running)

traction.
X. To recognize balanced and straight traction.
9. To state why counter-iraction is necessary.

10. To describe two methods of providing counter traction.

Design:
A programmed unit on traction. consisting of approximately 100 frames,

was constructed. This program was first given to a class of 30 students en-

rolled in Medical-Surgical-Psychiatric Nursing (Nursing 140). at San Fran-

cisco State College. The students were in thr sixth semester of the program

and all had the same amount of clinical experience as professional runing

students. Participants had the same opportunity for practical application of the

material in thc clinical setting.



Students were given the program to suppkment other classes in the unit
-Problems of Locomotion." These classes were either teacher-led lecture-dis-
cussion classes or student-led discussions concerning patients' needs. The gen-
eral focus of the unit related to the adaptions made by thc musculo-skeletal
system as a reaction to stress. lhe program on traction was given to the stu-
dents during the second week of the unit. The students were told that al-
though class discussion: may focus on patients being treated by traction, the
material of traction included in the program would not bc a ilIaior point for
class discussion. Instructions were given in the use of the program, which
was an -outside of class" supplement. 1he students were given three weeks
to complete the program.

In conjunction with this unit, the students were given a reference list of
current ankles in nursing publications. Thew references did not relate speci-
fically to traction, but to nursing care of patients with common orthopedic
conditions. In addition to some assigned readings, the students were advised
to select from the reference list additional anodes relating to thc specific patients
for whom they were caring.

In the clinical laboratory. karning experiences were %elected so that each
student would have an opportunity to care for or assist with the care of a
patient in traction. No attempt was made to control or limit the type of trac-
tion. (Clarification of principles of traction or supplementary discussion of
care of patients in traction was conducted in the clinical setting as the need
arose.)

The programmed unit was revised and then given to a class of 23 sopho-
more nursing students at San Francisco State College. The nursir, match):
covered in this semester foe the sophomore group dealt with et acrid care of
surgical patients. One class period was spent in discussing surgical patient:
with orthopedic problems and at this time the pre-test was given and then the
programmed unit oft traction distributed. They had one week to complete the
program. then the post test was given. Unlike the first group. there was no
planned opportunity for caring for patients in traction. No supplemental read-
ing was required.
Evaluation Dovicos:

Evaluation of achievement of both groups was done on the basis of pre
and post test scores. (the same test) A comparison was made of the amount
of know1edge gained and the total possible gain. 'The pretest was given immed-
iately before giving the students the programmed unit and the post test was
administered at the end of thc unit along with the scheduled unit examination
for the first student group. For the second group the test was given immediate-
ly after finishing the programmed unit.

The evaluation tool consisted of 10 multiple choice questions relating to
the behavior and content specified in the objectives. Oiagrams were used to
test objectives relating to recognition.

The students were requested to write their response in the programmed
unit and not to erase if they gave an unexpected response. Thc programmed
units were returned to the instructors. Those areas where the student had not
given the expected response were revised.
Conclusions:

The investigators feel that general results f the study show that pro-
grammed instruction probably has a place in the nursing curriculum if it is
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made an essential part of the karning experience. The particular program
used needs revision and expansion in order to he an effective teaching device.
Problems Encountered:

In writing. obtaining necessary consultation and revising the material in the
construction of the programmed unit, the pioolcin of finding sufficient time
was always with Li., It is thr feeling of the writers that the pre and post test
may be somewhat inadequate hut perhaps with the partial solving of the time
problem we may realize our hope of revising and strengthening that test before
it i* again administered.
Ideas for Further Studies:

we would like to expand the Vane unit to include Russell's traction. With
this revision, and revision of ihr testing device, we plan to use this again in
the coming year.

PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION ON THE NURSING CARE
OF PREMATURE INFANTS
Level Students in Premature Nurser/
Maternal and Child Nursing

Junior

Betty Jane Loge
May I. Bruner
Introduction:

The purpose of this project was 10:
1. Construct A unit of programmed instruction on the nursing care of

thc premature infant.
2. Present this method of instruction to nursing students.
3. Evaluate thc effecuveness of porgrammcd instruction as a teaching

technique to junior nursing students enrolled in the course, Maternal
and Child Nursing.

Thc premature nursery %VASS selected as the area for trying out programmed
instruction for the following reasons:

I. It was a short clinical experience with rather clearly defined objectives.
2. Lecture time allocated to nursing care of the premature infant was

limited. Therefore, a self-teaching method was selected.
3. Conference space was inadequate so much of the teaching that normally

should be done in the classroom was conducted in the premature nursery.
Of the twenty-two students in thc lunior class, eighteen were able to parti-

cipate in the protect. Mr other four students had completed premature nursery
clinical practice before the programmed text was completed.
Objectives:

The student nurse, through the use of programmed instruction. shall know
the characteristics and physiological handicaps of prematurity and method*
of premature infant care for thc purpose of transferring the knowledge and
applying it to the clinical setting of premature infant care.

In terms of behavior the student would be able to:
I. write the present criteria for defining prematurity.
2. list five factors that might prevent premature birth.
3. identify fivc physiological handicaps of premature infants.
4. write mcisures necessary to assist the premature infant to meet problems

due to five physiological handicaps.

Arizona State
University



5. list reasons why preparation for discharge of the premature infant from
the hospital is necessary and how it is accomplished through parent
education.

6. discuss a refource available to the premature infant after discharge from
thc hospital.

Design:
1 wo weeks prior to Initiating the project a 55-item test designed tog:valuate

the programmed text was administered. I his served as a pre-test of the stu-
dents since they had received no instruction in the care of premature infants
prior to the test. following this, thc programmed text was given to the project
panicipants for telf-study in groups of four at staggernd intervals over a two-
month period. Preliminary onentation on how to use the text was included.
The students did not receive any classroom instruction, and were instructed
not to use other sources when using thc programmed text. Upon completing
the programmed text and prior to entering the premature nursery, the 55-item
test was given as a post-test, and a gain ratio was determined.

Evaluation Devices Used:
'to determine the effectiveness of the programmed text a 55-item muitiple-

choice test was constructed. Pre and post-test scores were used to calculate
the ratio of gain.

In addition, a rating wale was used to determine student's reactions to
the programmed text.

Conclusions:
The following conclusions were derived:
1. 'the programmed text was an effective teaching tooL as evidenced by

the mean gain ratio of 0.719.
2. The maiority of the students were in favor of using programmed in-

struction as evidenced by their responses on the rating scale.
1he three instructors involved in teaching and supervising students in
the clinical area felt that programmed instruction led to improved teach-
Mg since it necessitated defining the objectives and critical examination
of the course content.

Prob ems and Possible Solutions:
Programming takes time. For a working teacher the time needed for writ-

ing a program is limited.
Faculty who teach on an academic year basis could be placed on a calen.

dar year with the stipulation that summer months be used for programming.
or arrangements might be made to relieve faculty from teaching responsibilities
in order to program.
Further Studies:

The following arc ideas for further studies:
1. To use the programmed text in the future for the purpose of further

refinement and evaluation.
2. To consider the use of programmed instruction in other areu of Ma.

ternal and Child Care Nursing where a body of knowledge is specific
and identifiable. (For example. newborn nursery and communicable
diseases of children.)

3. To investigate areas in our total curriculum where programming might
bc used. Once having determined the arra it would be necessary to find



out what programs are available or, faculty might he encouraged to pro-

gram their own text. Evaluation of the program should be pan of the
overall plan.

A STUDY OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE GENERAL
RELATIONSHIP IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM THROUGH

ITS USE WITH A SELECTED GROUP OF
STUDENTS IN NURSING

Senior basic degree nursing students Medichl-Surgical Nursing
Post-Saccalaureate students (Deficiency for ntrance

into graduate program.) Functional area Administration

Margaret Pluckhan University of Colorado

Introduction:
Because of the increasing complexity of the role of the professional nurse,

the need for more effective and efficient teaching methods is particiularly urgent
in the fkld of nursing education. Programmed instruction appeared to bc one
way by which the fearing process could be enhanced since it is based upon
principks of learning and behavioral techniques and involves an application
of behavioral control techniques.

The problem of the study was to ascertain the effectiveness of lhe General
Relatimulap Improvement Prograiii in increasing the knowledge and under-
standing of a selected group of nursing students of principles of interpersonaI
relationships.

Interpersonal relationships are an integral and focal area of content in the
two senior level courses, Nursing 432-3. learn Nursing and Ward Administra-
tion Practice. and Nursing 433-3. Principles of Administration Applied to
Nursing Care. It. therefore. appeared appropriate to evaluate the effectiveness
of an already published program. Me General Relationship Improvenumt
Program' since this program was specifically designed to increase understand-
ing of interpersonal eclationships and to create experiences which enable the
student to be better prepared to take advantage of growth producing relation-
ships.
Objectives:

The purpose of thc study were: (1 ) to determine the effectiveness of one
published program in helping students develop knowledge and understanding
of the principles of interpersonal relationships. (2) to give a selected group of

students an opporturuty to experience a particular program of instrucfion as
a teaching method. (3) to ascertain student opinion of the effectiveness of
programmed instruction as a teaching method and. (4) to obtain the opinions
of a selected group of students regarding thc method of conduct of this parti-
cular program.
Design:

After permission to conduct the study and purchase two of the programs
was obtained, it was necessary to design tools to evaluate the effectiveness of

'Human Development Institute. Inc.. General Relator:Alp Improvement
Program. (Third Edition). Atlanta. Ga.. 1963.

'Mid.
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the program. The iMtial tool a pre.test was developed. The pre-test was
administered to thirty senior basic degree nursing students +vho had cotnpleted
Nursing 432 and Nurting 433. Ihe pre-test. which was comprised of silty
multiple choicr questions with five distracturs each. was then suojected to item
analysis of the distractor answers. After the ana!ysis was completed, minor
changes were made and the pre-test was approved for use.

A student yucstionnairc was formulated. It was believed that onc of the
best ways to evaluate the program was to elicit student opinion of the pro.
grams' effectiveness. Ihe rating Wale !or student evaluation of the Holland-
Skinner Program' was used as i model.

Following the preliminary planning and development of evaluation tools,
the study was initiated. A total of twenty.seven students participated in the
study. Of these. twenty-two were basic degree students and five wcrc post-
baccalaureate, students making up deficiencies. All were enrolled in Nutting
412 and Nursing 413.

Ihe pre-test was administered initially. The students were then given the
program which they worked in pairs. Thi, involved two, onc hour sessions,
each week for five weeks. The Program was ad.ninistcred concurrently with
previously established teaching methods. The students selected their own part-
ners and the time each week to usr the program. At the time all students had
completed thc program. the pre-test (utilized a% A post-test). and the student
questionnaire. were administered.

The analysis of data consisted of 11 determining thc range and mean of
thc raw scores of thc pre and post.tests. (2) determine the range and mean
of the gain ratio. (3) determining per cent score of the pre and post.test scores,
(4) determining if there was a trend toward significant different between %Cores
obtained by the twenty basic degree students and the five post.baccalaureate
students, and (5) tabulating the responses of the student questionnaires. As
a means of determining if learning had persisted. a retention test was given.
Because of thr academic school year. it was only possib!c to administer the
test to fourteen students. The data was treated as previously, and the range
and mean of percentage of retention was computed.
Conclusion:

On thc basis of the data obtained in this study, it was concluded: ( I ) The
program was an effective means of increasing the knowledge and understanding
of interpersonal relationship% (the mean gain ratio of the population (N=27)
was 0.50). 12) Thc program in concert with conventional methods of teaching
appeared to substantially increase percentage of retention of learning (the mean
percentage of retention after eleven weeks (N=14) was 92% with a range
of M3% to l02% ). (3) All students (27) believed thc content of the program
was worthwhile, about two-thirds (16) believed they were able to learn more
with the program, and the majority (26) found working with a partner was
very helpful.
Problems ncountered:

I. Scheduling of student..
2. Expense of the program.

'Theodor F. Hausmann. "A Laboratory Fxperience in Programmed Learn-
ing for Students in Fducational Psychology." The Journal of Programmed In-
3truction, Vol. I. p. 15.



AN EVALUATION OF THE EFFECT VENESS OF
PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION IN TEACHING
COUNSELING TO STUDENTS OF NURSING

Diploma and Baccalaureate Students in Psychiatric Nursing

Florence A. Robinson University of Ores

ntroduction:
It is general knowledge that more than half the hospital beds in the United

States are occupied by patients who need psychiatric care and that an unknown
number of individuals hospnahted for non.psychiatric reason% have psychiatric
problems. it is an accepted fact that nursing personnel come in contact with
patients more than members of tiny other discipline and that the ptofessional
nurse ha% thr final responsibility for nursing Care of patients. Since disturb-
ances of a psychiat ic nature are. to a great extent. problems in interper.onal
relationships the professional nurse needs knowledge and skills in interper-
%mat relationships in order to work with patients and other members of the
nursing team.

New knowledge in the behavioral sciences is being added to existing
knowledge frequently. Nursing educators are becoming aware of the need
and are assuming responsibility for setting up curricula from which student
nurse% can gain the knowledge and skills in interpersonal relationships neces-
sary to relatc to individuals regardless of the individual's levcl of mental health.

New methtxls of teaching seem necessary in order to help students gain as
much knowledge and as 111My skills as possible in the time allotted to teaching
and experience in psychiatric nursing in a basic nursing education program.
There are indication% in the literature that programmed instruction has been
as effective a% traditional methods of teaching. Once an effective program
has been sieveloped there is a saving of time for instructors and students can
set their own pace for particular units of instruction.

The students who affiliated at the state hospital were from the three
collegiate and the three diploma s:hools of nursing in the state. The back-
grounds in the behavioral sciew. % varied from school to school and there
Was a variation in the amount ot experience with patients withing the type of
program. For example. schools A and C in the collegiate programs sent their
senior students and school B their junior students on their psychiatric
affiliation. The collegiate and dip!oma programs were separate after the fall
quarter of 1961. During the ou..rter in which the collegiate students were
included in the study all the ut'ent frqm the diploma program% were seniors.
During the spring quarter of ;964 only students from the diploma programs
were included in the study. It s. as during this i;aarter that school% A and B

sent students in their second year.

Objectives:
The purposes of this study were (II to determine by experimental mean%

the teaching effectiveness of the program entitled An Introduction to Counseling'
in teaching counseling to students on a psychiatric nursing affiliation and (2)

(iabricl and Faw Filison. An Introduction to Courueling.
Uniser%ity of Utah. Department of rducational Psychology. Salt take City.
Utah. 196 .1 tunpuhlisbcdt. Thc program tested.



to compare the achievement of students who had less theoretical background
and experience with students who were in the senior year of their programs.
Design:

Both group, of students were given the UMW instructions. It was explained
to them that they were going to he given a program of instruction in counsal-
ing because the content seemed to be something which they could use in their
relationships with pahents. It was also explained that they would be given a
pre-test and the same test after they had finished the program and that the
post-test score would he included as part of their theory grade.

Since specific written directions were given with the program. a copy was
given with each of the first lessons. lhe directions were read slowd as the stu-
dents read along. They were given a clips period to do the first lesson. They
were told to do the remainder of the lesuins at their own pace, on their own
time, outside of class. When they turned a lesson in with their answer sheets
they could take out the next lesson. Thc lessons were kept in the Nursing
Education Office. They were also told that the post-test would be given two
weeks from the day they did the first lesson and were given the date.
Evaluation Device:

Since a felt ol Knowledge and Applkation ol Introductory Counseling
Concepts and a Criterion Test accompanied the program it was decided by
the writer to give them a.. a pre-test and a post-test. except for those questions
which asked the student.. to write out responses which a counselor should use
in response to particular comments of clients.
Conclusion:

The results of this study show that all thc students gained knowledge of
introductory counselinr concepts and developed some ability to apply them
on a paper and pencil test.

In comparing post-test scores of students in programs in which there was
variation in the theoretical backgroun t! in the behavioral sciences, the mean
scores ranged from 65.67 in school C of Cle diploma programs to 63.50 in
school A in the diploma program.. This oc::tirred during the quarter when all
the students were in the last year of their r..Tective programs except those in
school B of the Collegiate programs.

The mean gain ratio scores in the mud s,udy ranged from .56 in school C
of the collegiate programs to .65 on schools 13 and C of the diploma programs
during the spring quarter of 1964.

These scores indicate that the students gained knowledge in inverse pro-
portion to their backgrounds in theory in the behavioral sciences. Those who
started the program with more theoretical 1.ickground made lower gain ratio
scores and those who had less theoretical background had higher gain ratio
scores.

Problems Encountered:
One problem encountered was, the lack of time for other faculty mem-

bers to evaluate the program in light of thc over-all obfectives of the total
educational program and thc lack of time to develop a questionnaire to elicit
student reaction to this method of teaching. Verbal comments in response to
questions arc the only indications of student's opinions. The comments were
primarily positive.
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In analy..ing the data time was the problem of human error in figuring
scores. There WAS no mechanical means of computing the scores available

Possible Solutions to Problems:
Having more time to spend on the study and access to technical assistance

for computing scores would solve the problems.

A STUDY OF THE USE OF PROGRAMMED
INSTRUCTION FOR TEACHING ONE UNIT OF THE

COURSE IN NURSING FUNDAMENTALS
Student Level: First Clinical Nursing Court*

Sister Mary Fabian University of San Francisco

introduction:
The course in Fundamentals of Nursing uses a broad-fields approach to

the more COMMO-11 health problems of people in the hospital and community
setting. The writer of this study was of the opinion that the background in-
formation which the student needs when caring for the aging patient could
be effectively learned by the use of a programmed text for presenting the
material covered by this unit.

The students for whom this program was designed were basic students
in the third semester of a baccalaureate program in nursing conducted by the
University of San Francisco. They have had one lower division course in nurs-
ing dealing with community health needs. This was their first nursing course
which required laboratory practice periods in the clinical area and their first
experience in dealing with the nursing needs of the aging.

The problem was to develop and evaluate a unit of programmed instruc-
tion which would teach the student the physiological and psychological ahera-
lions due to the aging process and appropriate modifications of nursing measures

required by these alterations.

Objectives:
The use of a programmed unit of intruction could serve a three-fold pur-

pose school of nursing:
I. It could introduce students and faculty to a new method of teaching

by a concrete demonstration of its use and effectiveness.

2. It could provide an effective and efficient way to meet student needs
for principles from which she could derive solutions for problems in
nursin care of the aged.

I. The programmed method seemed to provide a built-in assurance that
the student would not only he exposed to the material, hut that hc
would actively participate in the learning process and would he able
to test his ability as he proceeded at his own pace toward specific be-
havioral objectives.

It was the hypotheses of the writer that the use of a program in basic
nursing needs of the aging person would result in an increase of the students'
knowledge of principles of nursing care which could he tested hy a paper and
pencil test and also hy observing the behavior of the student as he demonstrates
his understanding of these principles in the laboratory setting.

The objectives of this unit of programmed instruction were originally
delineated as follows:
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I. To identify the basic human needs under certain categories.
To recognize the physiological and psychological alterations due to
the aging process which affect the approach to and the lull .nent of
the basic human needs.

3. To be able to follow through on his recognition of alterations with
appropriate modification ol nursing measures and so to meet the basic
human needs of mildly-ill elderly persons who cannot provide for their
own needs.

4. To recognize the need ol referring the patient to an appropriate social
or welfare agency for continuity of care when the patient or his family
cannot provide such care.

Design:
A program was developed based on Obiectives 2 and 3 above. e

elusion of objectives one and four would have risked making the program too
broad in scope and to unwieldy as to make it difficult to concretize and organ-
ize in a meaningful sequence for student, at this level. ft was recognized, how-
ever. that students would need to have a knowledge of the hum human needs
before obicctive 2 could be presented in a program.

A list of the most obvious physical and psychological alterations and a re-
lated list of modifications in nursing were drawn up. This list was the basis
from which the programn frames were developed. A learning experience Was
planned fc,t each student which would include:

I. Administration of a pre-test followed by the program and a post-test.
2. A clinical assignment to the care of ma mildly-ill geriatric patient which

would include at least three practice sessions. A% part of this assignment.
each student will be required to: a) develop it nursing care plan for
the patient. b) report her observations of the physical and psychologi-
cal alterations in this patient c) prepare a written report of hcr nursing
care and its rationale.

3. Criteria for the %election of this clinical assignment will be developed
by the faculty in this arca in order to insure that nursing arc will re-
quire the application of the principles learned in the program.

The pre-test was developed and administered to twenty-six sophomore stu-
dents who were already in the course of Fundamentals in Nursing. and who
were presently engaged in caring for madly-ill geriatric patients. The program
was administered more as an initial field test for clam% of the frames than
as a test of the value of the program itself. The knowledge and experience
already acquired by the student% who were at the mid-point of the course
would invalidate any test results. The franics were revised on the basis of
errors made by the students. Twenty-six Freshmen student% without previous
nursing knowledge or experience were then invited to participate in testing
the program; twenty-three completed the program and the post-test.

Evaluation:
Evaluation of the effectiveness of the program in teaching nursing needs

of thc aging will he based nn the following:
I. The gain scores and gain ratio% as determined by the pre-test and post-

test. The student will exhibit aceptable performance if she can recall at
least 75'74- of the alterations studied.
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2 In caring for the patient assigned to her for individual study the student

will be able to:
al plan nursing care which indicates that the has identified the basic

human needs at least in the broad categories given.

h) report obtervations that give evidence that she recognizes the more
grotsly obvious physiological and psychological alterations in this

patient.
c) prepare a written report of nursing measuret used that will give

evidence that the bated the rationale for care on principles derived
from her study of the program.

Conclusion:
Since evaluation it not complete. no conclusions can yet be drawn. How-

ever. intpection of %cores on pre-and post-test without any analysis of aatistical

Oates would seem to indicate that learmng did take place. Of the twenty-three

students who took the teitt, all but one showed an increate in the post-test
over the number of correct responses made in the pre-test. One student showed

a lots of two points in the post-test. (lain Worts and gain ratio% remain to be

computed and interpreted.

Problems:
ihe original plan for using the program with students in the clinical area
could not be fulfilled as it had been intended. By the time the program was

ready for administration. these students had already acquired a working
knowledge of the principle% it embodies through other assignments.

2) "I he freshman students on whom the program was tested were an ideal
group as far as lack of previous knowledge and experience was concerned.

However, sine these student% were not in the clinscal area at the time the

program was administered, there was no opportunity to follow through on

all expected behavioral changes.

31 Pressures and demands of a full-time teaching schedule and other faculty

committments prevented completion of the pro)ect within the time-span
of the seminar sessions.

Possible Solutions:
1) The students were asked to prepare a report of their nursing care of

%elected patients after they had taken thc program. Some idea of whether

or not the program really teaches can be gained by analyzing the nursing

care reports and noting the consistency with which students report the

use of principles contained in the program. It should be possible to cal-
culate roughly the degree to which other materials and intervening ex-
periences influenced the results by checking course outlines, reference read-
ings and student assignments to pxtients on the clinical area previous to
the administration of the program.
Fieshman students who took the program wolf begin the course in Funda-
mentals of Nursing in the Fai; cr 1964. A retention test an he given at
this time and program repeated if 'he results of the test warrant this. The
students an also he given the prcvam to review on their own before they
begin their experience on the cli.ical area.

31 The writer is motivated to complete the project and has been provided
with the knowledge. skills and tools to do so. A final report will be sub-
mitted when all data has been analyzed and interpretation completed.
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THE USE OF PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION FOR
TEACHING ONE UNIT OF THE COURSE IN

PSYCHIATRIC NURSING
Senior Level Students in Psychiatric Nursing

Sister Mary Martha University of San Francisco

Introduction:
"lhe increasing body of knowledge which confronts today's student makes

it imperative that instructional methods he used svtuch will provide the learner
with effective anO efficient tools for mastering basic msterial. One of the
methods which appears to meet both of these criteria is that of programmed
insuuction.

The area of programmed instruction WWI selected for special study not
only because the writer wished to gain some skill in the usc of the method, but
also because it seemed to offer the student an effective means of proceeding
with learning at his own pace in an orderly and organued fashion and of
checking what he had learned immediately and systematically.

Ihe students for whom this project was designed were in the AM semes-
ter of their senior year in a pre-service baccalaureate program in nursing. The
students brought with them an experimental knowledge of group dynamics and
cf problem-solving in nursing. Ihis was his first exposure to the concept of
group psychotheraphy as a method of treatment in psychiatry. Heretofore.
the material covered in this unit of instruction had been taugh hy a combina-
tion of the following:

I ) A list of required readings which the student was encouraged to sup-
plement on his own from a bibliography provided by the instructor.

21 Observation of psychotherapeutic group sessions in a psychiatric out-
patient clinic.

3) Post-session group discussions with thc students, conducted by the
psychiatric nurse instructor and the patients group therapist. The latter
was always a psychsartist or a psychologist.

The problem was to develop a method of teaching basic theoretical con-
cepts of group psychotherapy whih would provide the student with WI oppor-
tunity to participate activey in the learning experience and to he constantly
aware of his rate of progress toward his goals.

The rationale for this project was ha.sed upon the following factors inherent
in the present method of teaching this phase of the course:

I ) The broad theoretical scope of group psychotherapy makes it difficult
for the instructor to focus on pertinent material in assigning reference
readings for students. Students who read widely without a previous core
of knowledge can become confused by thc many conflicting schools
of thought within this clinical discipline.

2) It is essential that students come to the observation-discussion periods
with at least a basic understanding of the rationale and methods of this
form of psychotherapy.

3) Use of the lecture method for presentation of the material is tiMCCO:3
suming for both instructor and students, but it still does not involve
the student in active participation to any great extent.
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Objettivs:
The obiectivt of this study was to determine the effectiveneu of pto-

%rammed instruction in teaching one unit of the course in psychiatric nursing.

It was hypothesieed that required reference readings could be replaced
by a programmed text on toe theory of group psychotherapy. An organized.
meaningful presentation of the material to which the student could respond
/vainly and through which he could obtain immediate feedback as to his
provess should provide a common basehne upon which to build further learn-
ing experience.

OHO:
The setting in which this protect is being carried out is the University of

Sin Francisco School of Nursing. 1 he clinical *tea is psychiatric nursing. taught

in tbe Fall semester of each year. Two phychiatric nur ng instructors are in-
volved in two separate laboratory areas. The instructor conducting this lim-
pet has two consecutive groups of ten students. lhe course covers an eight-
week period students ate in the clinical area lour days each week. Students
elect their own class section so that each group of ten may be said to repre-
sent a random sample of the total class of forty. Only two groups of ten stu-
dents has been selected foe administration of the program in the Fall. All of
these students have been enrolled in the University's program in nursing since
their Freshman year. so that all have the same academic and professional
background. tirade point averages range from 2.00 to 3.26 and CEEB scores
range from totals of 1;34 to 1272.

A programmed unit of instruction in theory of group psychotherapy is to
be administered early in the course. Price to the administration of the pro-
gram, students will observe one session of voup psychotherapy conducted by
a psychiatrist as part of his regular group therapy practice. Following this, a
pre-test based upon the content of the program will be administered to all
ten students. The program will then be given to this same group of students.
Objectives of the program were derived from assumptions about the students
as stated above and from the instructor's previous experience with determin-
ing the learning needs of students on this level. The aims of the school of nurs-
ing and the educational philosopy reflected in the total curriculum also in-
fluenced expected behavioral outcomes of the program. Ob)ectives were stated

as follows:
When the student has completed the program he w 11 be able to:
1) Define each of a given list of terms relevant to psychotherapy.
2) Explain in his own words the difference between the five main cate-

gories of group psychotherapy.
3) Explain the three kinds of goals for group psychotherapy.
4) Explain a given list of mechanical factors to be considered (or effec-

tive group psychotherapy in terms of their relevance to therapeutic

outcomes.
5) Contrast advantages and disadvantages of group psychotherapy.
6) After observing a group therapy session. identify aspects of group pro-

eel's and check these observations against similar observations made by
the instructor.

Existing literature on group psychotherapy was surveyed in order to develop
an outline of content that would embody an empirical approach and reflect



the most commonly accepted principles and theories in this fkld. The outline

was submitted to thc senilX consultant in group psychotherapy for psychiatric

residents in the clinical teaching program. Ihe outline was then refined and

revised. Programing -if the material is in the process of being revised and

completed. 'the first ten frames of the program were given to a group of sopho-

more students for testing and comment. live students worked through each of

the ten frames. lhere were four frames in which no errors were made. One

errOt Waa made in each of four frames and one triune produced two mots.

The highest number of errors in any one frame was five. In other words, all

five students faded to respond as expected to the stimulus. All friatnes in which

errors were made have been revised hut not retested.

The program will be compkted fot use and testing during the Fall acmes-

ter. 1964. when student% arc in psychiatric nursing. Revision, correction and

refinement 01 the program and its evaluation tools will bc done during the

Summer.

Evsluation:
The propmeti method of evaluation is the use of a pre-test and a post-test

based on the program. 'these tests, yet to he developed, will be identical. (Jain

scores will be computed from the results of these tests and gain ratios worked

out. Future revisions of the material and the program will be made on the basis

of pin ratio., that is, if the mean gain ratio for the group is less than .50 the

program will be analyzed, revised and re-evaluated. In addition to the paper
and pencil tests, students will observe a group therapy session with the psychia-

tric nurse instructor and identify aspects of group process as demonstrated dur-

ing that particular session. I he degree to which students' observations agree

with those of the instructor will assist in determing to what degree objective

six has been met.

Problems:
1. since thc group involved in the proiect is so small, it will not be feasi-

ble to use a control group. Ilse program will be administered to all tcn stu-

dents so that gain scores will show only whether or not the student has learned.

hut will not demonwate whether or not this technique of teaching is superior

to the existing method of wafting theory of group psychotherapy.

2. Psychiatric nursing is taught only in the Fall semester. so that it was not

possible to complete this project within the time span of the WCHEN seminar.

Possible Solutions:
For thc coming semester, the use of the program for all students will be

adequate to compute gain scores and gain ratios and to revise the program

on this basis. A proiect using a control group can be set up next year after the

program has been field-tested and revised.

Further Study:
A number of ideas for further study suggest themselves. but whether or not

they should hc pursued will depend on the outcome of the present study.
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EVALUATION OF TEACHING THE P lYSIOLOGY OF THE

ENDOCRINE SYSTEM BY THE LECTURE METHOD
(Program to be developed later.)

Sophomore Students Associate Degree Program

Marjorie P. Sommers Weber State College

Introduction:
Medical and Surgical Nursing is taught throughout the sophomore year.

There ate three instructors %flu share in the teaching in the last three Epist-

ler.. The subject matter has been divid.:d according to systems and equally

dividede to be taught by the three instril;:tors. One of my systems was the

endocrine glands. In the past. I have found that the students know very little

about the physiology of the endocrity. system. I believe that this knowledge

is basic to an) comprehension of the diseases of the endocrine glands.

Background of the students:
The students who took this course completed the following courses:

1. Anatomy and physiology
2. Dietetics

Chemistry 1
4 Physics 1
5. Basic Communications. 1.

6. Psychology 1
7. Social Sciences 9 hrs.
X. Humanities I. 11. 111

9 Orientation to Nursing
10. Child (irowth & Development
11. Maternal and Child Care
12. Medical & Surgical Nursit g

a. Psychiatry
h. Pediatrics
c. Medical Di1ellAC1
d. Necessary Surgical 'treatment Pre & Post op Care
e. Medications
f. Aseptic Technique

Objectives:
lhe problem I attempted to solve was to have the sophomore nursing

students, in an associate degree program meet the followMg specific goals after

being presented with a pertinent group of facts pertaining to the endocrine

sycem:
1. Identify and locate on a chart of the human body. all of the &boy-

listed glands.
2. Name the hormones associated with each gland.
3. List the funclons of thc aforementioned glands and hormones.

Design:
1 prepared the unit of lectures on the endocrine system; it falls Spring

quarter of the student's sophomore year. I gave the pre-test. the lecturel and

the post-test during class time. Twelve class hours were allotted to the en-

docrine system. The time was spent in lectures and class participation in or-

der to cover the diseases of the endocrine system. a pre-test at the beginning

of the time and a post-test at the close.
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Project: Physiology of specdic glands and hormones of the endocrine sys-

tem. They arc:
1. Pituitary gland
2. a. Neurohypophysis

1. Pitocin
2. FAressin

b. Adcnohypophpsis
1. Somatotrophin
2. Thyrotrophin
1. Adrenocorticotrophin
4. Gonadotrophin

2. Thyroid gland
1. Thyroxin

3. Parathyroid gland
1. Parathormonc

4. Islands of Langerhans
1. insulin

S. Adrenal glands
a. Cortex

1. (ilucocorticoids
2. Mincralcorticoids
?. Sex corticoids

h. Medulla
1. Adtenalin
2. Noradrenalin

Evaluation:
There wall a possible score of 100
Pre-test score 53.982 average correct
Possible gain 46.018
Actual gain 36.609

Gain 36.609 .79
Possible gain 46.0 II

The results of this project point up the fact that this method was an effec-
tive teaching tool.

However, the lecture method does contain a great number of variables
and 1 would still like to construct a program and meuure it's effectiveness in
the same manner this project has been carried out.

So my future plans are to finish construction of th,: program and corn-
plete the project which I originally started to do %ono) wag a program on the
physiology of the endocrine system.

EVALUATION OF A PROGRAMMED TEXT IN
ALLERGY AND HYPERSENSITIVITY

Sophomore Students in Medical-Surgical Nursing
Associate Degree Program in Nursing

Clarine I. Steil San Jose City College
Introduction:

To find a more effective way of providing experiences wherein the nurs-
ing student may acquirc rclevant facts and principles gleaned from support.



IF

ing sciences which will enable her to mire accurately as1ess the patient's

nursing care problem, plan and initiate apptopriate action.

The search is continuous for more effective techniques in teaching. For un-

derstanding to be functional, new material should be presented as a stimulus

in such a way that responses are less likely to be inhibited by such intrusive

inbuences as anxiety and time lapse.
Programmed instruction is designed to effect step by step progression in

learning new material accompanied by "rewards" and reenforcement so as
to provide satisfaction with learning at:d insure likelihood of internalization.

Research in the related biologic%1 sciences and therapy goes on at a rapid

rate. The supporting background material acquired by the student should re-

flect newer concepts and findings
My reason for using a program primarily intended for physicians was

two-fold. First, a statement in the preface. "This kind of programmed review

not intended as a substitute for estended reading and study." Secondly, the

material presented reflected modern research findings and contained relevant

material from several science areas.
The students had completed the following courses in nursing:
Fundamentals of Nursing. Maternal snd Child Health Nursing. and Mental

Health Nursing. In the biological science area, they hr.ti completed Anatomy

and Physiology and Microbiology. The students have been orientated to con-

cepts of Antigen - antibody and allergen - antibody reaction in the course in

ctpts of Antigen - antibody and allergen itibody reaction in the coarse in

Microbiology.

Objectives:
To provide opportunity for the student to acquire a more complete, unified,

and functional understanding of relevant scientific principles and facts pertain-

ing to the care of patients with allergy and hypersensitivity reactions.

ft was expected that the student would:
1. In Fre and post conferences and class discussion identify:

a. similarities and differences between allergy and immunity
b. most common disturbed physiology accounting for manifestations of

allergic and hypersensitivity reactions.

tions.
d. the nurse's role in the theraputic regimen.
e. specific terminology.

2 Pass a unit examination cons' ting of multiple choice questions.

Design:
The programmed course. ALTERGY AND HYPERSENSITIVITY. 2nd

edition reviscit, was used. This is a programmed course designed primarily for

physicians self-study, and was developed by Basic Systems. Inc. in collabora-

tion with Pfizer Laboratories' SPECTRUM. The Chas. Pfizer Company gen-

erously supplied thc program booklets for the proposed study.

The course, "Care of the Adult" contained 4 unit concerned with "Care of

the Adult Patient with Allergy or Hypersensitivity Reactions." ft is planned

to use the program in this unit.

Evaluation Devices:
I propose to use a pre and post test to assess the gain memure, including

some item analysis of the test.
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Conclusion:
At this point it is impossible to draw conclusions because the design has not

been implemented.
Problems:

At present time. I would predict that a problem area might be in relating this
scientific background material to the real nursing situation.
Possible Solutions to Problem:

One approach might be through group discussion ihitiated with and rein-
forced by pivotal questioning directed toward clinical application.

Because sit:lila clinical experiences might not be available within a reason-
able time span for all stuJents, representative clinical experiences might be used
as a focus for -dissection" and discussion.
Ideas for Further Study:

I would like to pursue the development of a tool for evaluation of perform-
ance in the chnical Wit centering around related behavioral obiectives.

PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION TO TEACH
COMMUNICABLE DISEASE TECHNIQUE TO NURSING

4TUDENTS PREPARATORY TO CARING FOR
CHILDREN WITH COMMUNICABLE DISEASE

Junior Level Students in Maternal-Child Care Nursing
Lucille B. Stewart University of Washington
Introduction:

The problems for study were:
1. Identifying what students already know about communicable disease

technique is currently a problem. Some have had Nursing Fundamentals
on a Comunicable Disease ward, others have worked there as aides.
Their retention of material taught in the basic sciences varies also.

2. This wide variation results in unnecessary repetition for some and possi-
ble omission for others.

3. A great deal of instructor time is spent in identifying gaps in knowledge
of asepsis and in teaching the principles of communicable disease tech-
nique.

It is believed that programmed material could be used to teach these prin.
ciples. The student could progress at her own rate and instructor time could
be better utilized in observing the students Apptication of learning in the patient
care situation.

The program was met! with 15 iumor students in the baccalaureate program
in nursing at the University of Washington. Previous nursing courses included
Nursing Fundamentals, two quarters of Medical-Surgical Nursing and one
quarter of Maternal-Infant Nursing. They were currently taking theory and
practice in Maternal and Child Care
Design:

The plan was to use Marie Scedor's !ntrodsuluui In Asepsis. A Program.
med Unit in Fundamentals of Nursing. Chapter II, Section III. to teach the
fundamental principles of communicable disease technique as preparation 1or
the carc of children with communicable diseases.

During the first week of the quarter, the students were orientated to the
basic principles of child care. The problem of communicable disease carc



waS introduced. A pre-test. consisting of 27 multiple choice items, was given,
then the program explamed. Students were instruced as to how to use the book
and mlormed that it 1.4% nid a test. they were allowed two weeks to complete
the program 4Chapters 1 and 11". This was done outside of class time. Chap.
ter I %Sal used only aS resiess and orientation to the method of programmed in-
struction. and the content was not included on the test. All students were given
the post test at the end of the two week ',crux'. During this two weeks, no ad-
ditional mater:al on comunicable disease' technique was given in lecbire, assign.
merit or ward practice.

Objectives:
1 he obxctises for the prorim wtre partially derived from those stated

by Scedor and arc Stated as behasioral outcomes. Ihe first nine oblectives can
he evaluated by paper and pencil tests. Ohx.cuse 10 can be evaluated by direct
observation of the student in the patient cafe situation.

Communicable Disease Technique Objectives:
After completrig Ow programmed unit on communicable disease tcchm .

que. you should be able to:
1. define immunity and state the ddlerence between active and passive irn.

munity.
2. state the ddTerence between nwdical asepsis and communicable disease

technique.
3. state two things that we ann to accomplish by carrying out communicable

disease technique.
4. state the portals of entry and clot of organisms that cause :espiratory

and intestinal infections.
S. identify procedures that can be safely carried out without an isolation

gown.
7. state what parts of an isolation gown arc considered clean.
S. identify safe procedures for remosal and disposal of coraminated

dishes, and equipment, and for removing and discarding a contaminated
gown.

9. state purpose and safe methods of terminal disinfect on of patient'. room
and the equipment used in his care.

10. demonstrate correctly the following procedures when you care for chil-
dren with communicable diseases:
a. wearing. removing and disposing of isolatiGn gown and mask.
b. handhng and disposing of linen used m the patient's room.
c. handling dishes toys and equipment used in the care of the patient.

handling and disposing of body wastes.

tuition:
I. The ratio of gain to possible gam was computed as i measure of how

much thc student learned from the program.
2, ihe student's ability to apply what she has learned to thc actual care

of A patient can he does-waled by actual observation. A check list type
of obsersav.on sheet was preparrd for this purpose. IN, was not used
with this group of students. however. due to lack of time.
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Results:
Possible uore 27
Pre-test -- Range 21 to 2i Mean 22 H7
Post-test Range 24 to 27 Mean 25.8
Crude gain taseragei 2.9
Possible gain laverage) 4.13

.71 gain ratio
Suice the student,% temed %sere third quallcf juniors, ir %A5 anriipared rtiar

their pretest worry would be high. Both the high scores and fairly narrow
range of scores indicated twirc Comparanic previous learning. Because of the
already high level ot achievement on the pre-test trlatively litl:e gain could
actually be accomplished. A mean gain of 2.93 was noted. An stem analysis
of the test showed no error.. on thirteen of the twenty-sesen items in either
pre-test or post-test.
Students* Response to the Programmed Text:

Each student *as asked to snake written comments in regard to the nwthod
and content of the book. Most students were quite enthusiastic although they
indicaied it would have been more Useful to them in fundamentals Of ar the
beginning of the Junior )car. lhcy felt that the branching program was a good

idea since it provided such comments as, "Now you're gucssing." "No, no.
no." or "You missed the boat on that one." when they made an incorrect
response. Several students asked to keep the book after they had completed
the assigned sections because they wanted to read the remainder. Some of
them checked st out later to resiew when they were caring for chddien with
comunicable diseases.

Future Plans:
The %Arne program and testing is being planned for the current quarter.

i.e.. first quarter Junior students who have lust completed Fundamentals and
arc beginning their first quarter of the Maternal-Child sequence. It is ex-
pected that their pre-test %cores will be lower than those of the previous group.

AN EXPERIMENT IN TEACHING INTRODUCTION TO
COUNSELING TO SENIOR STUDENTS IN PSYCHIATRIC

NURSING BY THE PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION METHOD
Senior Students in Psychiatric Nursing

Cami Ilas Wood University of Utah

Introduction:
The uw and research of teaching programs in educational institutions is

a recent development occurring durring the past ten years. with more than
three-fourth of all the prolects !ving donc or reported in the past three years.'

The field of teaching programs, a:though espanding rapsely. is still in it's
infancy, with few programs designed especially for specialize! training fields
such as nursing. The lack of programs available and suitable to schools of
nursing reflects only the newness of thc field and the dearth of nursing in-
structors engaged in the writing and research of programs for nursing stu-
- -

'Wilbur Schraum. 1 /sr Reseurs Ii 4,r1 Instrm hon. An Annoted
ihhhrapirv IStantord 1962 ). p 1.
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dents. If, as Lewis' reports. the use ol programs in the classroom frees the
teacher for other %Wk. the use of programs in schools ol nursing should be
a welcome aid on helping already overburdened teachers be more effective
in the classroom.

Objectives:
'Ihe experiment Win designed t to test the effectiveness of the pro-

grammed instructional unit. An introdio tom 14, Ci,unseling* w.th Senio.
Student Nurses taking basic psychiatric nursing. at to determine if the pro-
gram met sonic of the oserall course obicctives and tit to obtain mudents'
reactions to using it programmed instructional unit as a part of their course
in psychiainc nursing
Design:

'Isscnty.one senior students in %Mc psychiatric nursing were given the
programmed instructional unit as an out of class assignment. Pre, post. and
retention tests on the program content were given. Each student answered
an evaluatise questionnaire on the program. tiain-ratio data was cotiected
on both post and retention tests. Ihe data revealed students had a mean gain-
ratio of .52 indicating that the students learned from the program 52% of
what they could have learned. A rank-order correlation was done on the pre
and post test scores and aa 0.1.1 correlation was obtained indicating some
relationship existed between the student's rank in class obtained by scores
On pre and posts tests. After a period of 4'4 weeks after thc post-test and
without the programs for study the students retaincif 941 of their knowledge.

Conclusion:
The students learned more than fifty percent more than they knew

about counseling after taking this program. This learning. however. was
measured on a paper and pencil test. The students indicated that even
though the material was interesting and the program fun to take it was more
difficult to apply the counsclinr c:mcepts to the actual patient situation.
Some studies hould be done to determine if high v.:ores on post-tests indi-
cate or have some ralionship to abihty to put into practice counseling tech-
niques in the actual clinical situation.

To determine if learning, as shown on paper ntl pencil tests, indicates
ability to function in the clinical situation, a tabulation of the frequency of
the students' use of the kinds of responses given preference in the program.
while with patients could be done.

An anxiety scale questionnaire such as Taylor's IstuAest Anxiety scale
could be given with a student evaluation of the clinical experience prior to
and after takir.g the program as an indication of the amount of anxiety reduc-
tion the program would effect in the student. Pr existence of many other

'Earn N. I ewis.Esperimentution in the Development of More Efiective Me-
thods of Teaching Foreign Languages by MaAing Eirenlive th, of Eire_
ter, 'it-char:will Aids. Baton Rouge. 1.a.: Dept. of Foreign Languages. Louis-
ulna State I Inivcrsity. 1961. 19 pp.

Della-Piana. tiabricl and Faye Ellison. An Introduction to Counseling. Uni-
versity of Utah. Department of Educational Psychology. San 1.ake ('ity.
Utah. 196 lunpublished) The Program Tested.
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vanables such as lecture material, student-teacher conferences and incrtined
famthatay with the chrncal ituation would, however. confuse the reasons
and relahonshipt of any findings on the anxiety scide.

The test and the piogram should br continually revised in order to pre-
fect their teaching and evaluahve effectiveness. Because of the favorable re-
sidts obtained by using this program with nursing studenh the author sug-
gests that other programs covering shon units in psychiatric nursing be
developed and evaluated for use.
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ABSTACT OF PROJECT UTILIZING

TELEVISION IN TEACHING
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BASIC PU LIC HEALTH VITAL STATISTICS
Public Health Nursing Senior Leval Course

Ada Burt University of Utah
Edla Johnson

introduction:
The Public Health Organuation and Sciences (- ourse in Public Health

Nursing is a four hour credit course, ta-ht to all students during their pub.
lic cheidth nursing experience Since 19Si, the puhhc health nursing faculty
have planned jointly with the Utah State Health Ikpartment personnel and
other health and welfare personnel in Salt lake ( ity for the content and
teaching of various aspects of this course. It was thought that if other me-
thods of teaching this course could be used, it would release people from
teaching; also, the course content may be more effectively integrated into the
student's field experience. The area of Vital Statistics was selciled as the con-
tent was tjuite specific, there would he less material to he covered and it could
best be covered withus the budget limitations ava.lablc for the proxct.
Objective:

To study thc appropriateness of educational television in teLching thc
unit of Public Health Vital Statistics in thc course "Public Health Organi-
zation and Sciences."

Design:
The student groups selected for participation in this pioject were: (1)

a conventionally taught group consisting of fourteen students, sot basic nurs-
ing students and eight general nursing students, and al an experimental
group consisting of twenty students, eight basic nursing and twelve general
nursing students.

Evaluation OfiViCes:
The evaluation instrument developed for the project was a recall test

consisting of fifty-four items. Pus test was given to the students as both a
pre-test and post-test. The only difference between the two tests was IN.
statistical data to be used in the :onstruction of a bar graph. The WM in-
strument was used for the conventional and experimental groups.

Conclusion:
The evidence is clear that tudents made significant gains from instruc-

tion through both methods. The difference between the two groups was sta-
tistically significant at the .001 lesel. The difference in the experimental
group in the before and after measurement was greater than the difference
in the conventionally taught group in the before and after measurement,
and was pro''ably not due to chance factors.

Problems Encountured:
I. The time spent in getting the necessary background information for

the television script conflicted with regular teaching responsibilities and per.
soma commitments of the faculty.

2. There were many conflicts related to scheduling when the unit was
ready to be telesised. It was difficult to coordinate the availability of the tele.
vision studio and the availability of the facultY.

ihe teles!sion personalitv shown to prescnt the program had not been
invohed in the planning for the project. except as a consultant. She therefore.
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didn't hase the same background orientation to the subiect matter as the
faculty.

4. It was difficult to work out the content areas of graphic presentation
in a satisfactors manlier.

5. The presentation of ci.ntent to assist the sti.dents to evaluate the vabd-
ity of statistics was not incorporated in thc unit I sus was an oversight on the
part of the laculty.

Possible Solution to Problems:
I. Release time for facults to dcsotc to such 4 prt))Ccl is essential. Clini-

cal teaching is tiny: consuming and facults members fuse frequent inter-
ruptions during the Jas. Mans weekends 41C LAI hied in orgamtation activity.
Ihis kind of a protect. requires creative thought which is challenging, but
also time consuming. Sevetal uninterrupted weeks per sear with the avail-
ability of expert consultant help would make it possible for faculty to develop
the skill to produce quality programs.

2. ihc television personalit selevted to present the unit should be in-
volved in the aCklal deselopment of thr script. The narrator of this program
served 35 a subs.ct matter consultant She was selected to narrate the pro-
gram because of her general knowledge of Ow sub)rct matter, her attractive
general appearance and her good speaking ability. Ihe presentation would
have bech easier and les. stress producing for the narrator if she had been
involved in the actual tit %clopment of the script If the educational budget
would permit experimentation and allow lor failure, a good television teacher
could prohahl be located in cser faculty group.

Ideas for Further Study:
I. A und using the same test and visual materials, hut using a teaching

tape for the script will be deseloped if time and equipment is made available.
Ihe authors believe that the cost of putting the narration on tape would be
negligible. An additional section will be added to assist the student to evalu-
ate the basic ingredients of good statistizal data.

2. Student enrollment is expanding rapidly and new field placement areas
are being developed away from thr educational center, As these areas in-
crease it will become increasingly difficult to .schedule the Public Health Vital
Statistics film. If the %swat materials could be put on a film strip each facul-
ty member could have her own tape and film strip and could adapt this ma-
terial to her own method of teaching.

1. I he materials could be included in an outline for students pursuing
independent study, and could also be made asailable to students for frequent
referencr or resiew,

4. An additional me for the Public Ile.lth Vital Statistics kineseope
might he for orientation to the Division of Vital Statistics foi new employees
of the health department. Ihe pre and post lest might be used to compare
the achievements of the student group with the aJUevement of thc individual
already motivated to the field of public health, such as nurws. sarutanans.
doctors.

Ideas for the Future and Future Plans:
1. During 1%4-1965 the consention.d and experimental method will be

continued in teaching the %dal statistics unit so that additional data can he
gathered rearding both methods of instruction,
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2. During 1964-19fii plans will he formulated for thc development of

a film strip and teaching tape unkiing the script and visual materials. provid-

ing time and funds are available for the project.
1. The kinescope will by made asailabte to health department pe-sonnel

or other interested groups who might find it useful lot orientation or inserviet

educational purposes
4. Plans will be deseloped to share the inlormation gained from the new

teaching methods workshop with college of nursing faculty if time it made

avadable for this purpose.

A PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENT IN THE USE OF

TELEVISION IN TEACHING THE PREPARATION AND

ADMINISTRATION OF PARENTERAL MEDICATIONS

Stella I. Hay University of Washington

Introduction:
A need exists for the dIselopment of methods of teaching Nursing Fun-

damentals to large classes that arc more econonucal than present methods of

instruction in terms of cost, time and facilitation of learning. Instructional

television techmques 111.1 tIC a means to such an economy and, if so teachers

possessing abili4 to use thr method are needed.
An experiment in thc use of telesision in teaching the preparation and

administration of parenteral medications on the Nursing Fundamentals

course at the University of Washington School of Nursing spring quarter

194 was undertaken as a pilot study.

Objectives:
The purpose of the study were to 1: I determine if students taught with

the technique of television learn as effectisely .1% students taught with the con-

ventional lecture-denwnstration method. and i n terse as a training session

for the instructor in the use of instructional telesision techniques.

Design:
The initial stud} group consisted of two groups of 40 thiod quarter, soph-

omore students. vlhe N of 40 for both experimental an./ control groups wu

chosen because of seating capacitv in the classroom where television could

be used. The term control is used to describe the Judents who were taught

by the conventional methods. l'ach experimental subject was matched with

a control subject on grade point average. Matching precisior was within

+ .01 of a grade point for all students but the two with the highest grade

point average. In this CAW there was a grade point average difference of .11.

Due to dropouts. changes in registration and other unforscen events, data were

finally analyzed on 5)t students. 29 in each group.
The experimental group classcs were held on a studio.classroom. It was

equipped with a mobile Dage 20 television camera with viewfinder and EIA

synchronization, four monitors ((onroe) 21 inch we, on floor stands, for

student viewing; one 17 inch monitor for the instructor. The lights were sus-

/voided from the ceiling. The television camera was operated by an experi-

enced person. the director of Ifedth Sciences leleviiion and Dental Photog-

raphy.
The students m thc experimental group met together in the two hour

class each week throughout the quarter. lhe two classes in the experiment
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were the fourth and fifth --lasses of the course. The television was used for
enlargement purposes and primarily during demonstrations. The students
in the experimental group were informed that they were participating in an
experiment. but the students in the control group were not, nor were the
other three Nursing Eundanirntals instructors informed PA to which sections
were in the control group.

The objectives of the preparation and admiMstration of parenttral medi-
call0f111 classes were as follosss the sophomore students would be able to

1. State the microbiological, chemical. physical and psychological prin-
ciples involved in the preparation and admiMstration of drugs by the
subcutaneous and intramuscular injection routes

2. Describe the actions of the nurse in preparing and administering drugs
by subcutaneous and intramuscular injection which are applications:if the microbiological, chemical. physical and psychological principles.3. Properly handle equipment used in the preparation of drugs for par-
enteral administration.

4. Fill syringe with correct dosage of medicine when the drug is in tab-
let form. an ampoule. a single dose vial, and a multidose via).

S. ('orrectly follow the procedure for preparing drugs and administering
subsutaneous and intramuscular injection.

The learning experiences involving the use of television included demon-strations on I ) preparing drugs for parenteral administration. and 2) admits-istration of a subcutaneous injection and an intramuscular injection. After
the demonstrations, each student administered a subcutaneous injection to
a fellow classmate, and later in the laboratory administered an intramuscular
injection. Subsequent to this each student administered at least one intramus-cular injection to a patient.
Evaluation:

A pre-test. post-test and final test were administered to all students in allsections in the course. All sections used thr check list developed by Hoff-man' in the clinical laboratory for performance evaluation of thc prepsra-
lion and administration of parenteral medications. A questionnaire which
sought the opinions of thc students relative to the use of telesision in class-
room instruction and an evaluation of its use in the teaching of the adminis-tration ol medicine was completed by the students in the experimental group.Student's T was used to determine the statistical significance of differenceson the pre- and post-test data only.

Thc findings of thc study were that I ) there was no statistically significantdifference in the learning of the tso groups (on thc post-test. however, the
experimental group mean was 62.7 lSd 1.07) and the control group meanwas 60.9 (Sd 30)L T=1,91, p .05; on the performance zheck list. thestudents in the experimental and control groups made about the same pro-portion of crucial errors were 3.4% for both groups and administration er-rors were SA% for the experimental group and 13.3% for the control

'Hoffman. Katherine Janet. "A Suggested Method for the Development of aTool to Aid in the Evaluation of Performance in Nursing." (Unpublished
Doctoral Dissertation. The University of Washington. Seattle. 1956) pp.
166-167.
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group)); I) the majority of the students t9V ) found the television to be

helpful especially for demonstrations and the presentation of Visual Mater-

ials and 4) the class preparation time using television was much greater than

that required without television.
Conclusion:

I. Nursing fundamentals classes which involse considerable technique

demonstration May be taught more economically using television tinet
one instructor could teach a large number of students at one time.

2. Although the experiment showtd no statistically significant differences
in learning of the two groups. the findings may have been quite differ-

ent had the instructor been skilled and experienced in the use of in-
structional television.

Problems:
Problems encountered included I ) finding time to prepaie visual mater-

ials. to prepare for the class and rehearse sufficiently before each class while

carrying the regular teaching assignment 2) being unable to obtain several

reliable measures of performance of the students in the clinical setting since

it was considered impractical and too time consuming to do more than one
evaluation; I) the difficulty in having the pre-tests administered to all stu-
dents and having them returned to the instructor doing the study. The pre-
tests of two students in two sections which were not in the study unfortunate-

ly were not turned in to the instructors of those sections on the day of the
test Since these two tests were -at large" for a period of time it is not known

if and to what extent contamination of the post-test occurred in either or

both of the experimental and control groups. Both student% exprevad sur-

prise that they still had the tests in their possession. and hopefully these stu-
dents did not share the tests with others.

Since this was a pilot study. replication is suggested using better con-
not% and larger samples. A study to determine how television can best be

used in combination with other learning experiencs to make the learning oi

Nursing Fundamentals most efficient is suggetted.

A COMPARISON OF TELEVISION AND CLASSROOM
INSTRUCTION IN TEACHING

THE ADMINISTRATION OF DRUGS
Sophomore Students Baccalaureate Degree Program

Rizpbh Lindstrom San Jose State College

introduction:
ft ww. tric concensus of tlie teachers involved in teaching the class on

drug administration that any ratiorale for the use of television for teaching a
iefatively small group of students could only he based upon improvement
of the quality of teaching and learning by the teachers and students. There-

fore this study was undertaken to evaluate the effectiveness of tht use of tee-
iision in thc teaching of a Class on the administration of drup. a part of a

in the sophomore nursing course. Introduction to Nursing.

Obiective:
To determine under which of two classroom !coming situations the stu-

dent will be more skillful in her motor performance in the preparation and
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administration of oral. subcutaneous and intramuscular mudications when
tested ni the Omni laboratory lollowing thr classroom instruction.
Design:

The two classreom situations only differ in that one employs use of tele-
vision rather than the use of the conventional classroom lecture-demonstra-
tion. Better karning is projected because it Is thought that television medium
will enable all students to see better the demonstrations of the instructor.
Both groups of students will be full-time sophomore students. All students
in each group will be enrolled in thr course. Introduction to Nursing. Both
voupt will be compared as to I entrance examination scores 1AFCT), and
21 grade point average ttetermined upon completion of the freshman year.
The number to he testrO m t!!; study will he approximately fifty students
twenty-five in each group.

Both groups will be tau!..bt by the sanw t Esact;y the same con-
tent will be presented to both groups. The *I V group will receive instruction
by closed circuit television in their classrowti. 1 he lecture-demonstration
group will receive instrvction by the conventional classroom leLture-demon-
staratinn method.
Evaluation:

Data will be collected by three different teachers in three different clinical
situations. Each student will be checked on her motor performance during
her first experience in the clinical situation by preparing and administering
an oral. subcutaneous and intramuscular medication to a patient. The three
teachers involved in the evaluation of the student's performance have agreed
upon the criteria to he used in the mdividual performance tests.

The test scores will be analyzed by appropriate statistical procedures by
the San lose State testing office.
Conclusion:

Conclusions of this study cannot he made at this time, as the study is
still in progress. The study will be completed dtiring the Fall Semester. 1964.
The lecture-demonstration ...lass has been taught and twenty-five students
were checked on thc Individual Obsrrvation Sheets. The video-tape on drug
administration has been made. The TV group will he taught with the Mt of
the tape in Fall. 1964.

Dorothy Tollefson

Introduction:
A. Problem! Does educational televisioa provide a learning experience

of sufficient value to warrant its use throughout the curriculum?
B. Pacific 1.uthcran Unisersity has a closed circuit television system

which is available to the School of Nursing. 'the senior nursing Mu-
dents were used in this pilot study since they were readily available
during the school year.

Objectives:
To study the value of a televised leach ng tool combining lecture and

demcnstration.

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
Senior Nursing Students

Pacific Lutheran University
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Design:
me senior class was equally divided each semester providmg one Control

group and one test group. During the tall semester the usual lecture-discus-
sion-role play method ot teaching was used, ihr test group in the sprmg

ternitttcr received the televised learning experience. No effort wai, made tO

match thr two groups.
Objectives of Advanced Nursmg were that the senior nursing student:

I. Explains a minimum of five purposes for the nursing team confer-

ence.
2. 1.zplains four reasons for pre-planning for the nursing teiun confer.

ence.
3. l.ists the principle sithjects appropriate for discussion in a nursing

team conference.
4. lists and describes the essential components of the written plan of

care formulated during the nursing learn conference.

Evaluation Devices:
The control group and the test group were given identical tests within

a week following thr class to aid in determining the ecectiveness of this teach-

ing technique.

Conclusion:
The group used for this study was WO small to give a valid evaluation of

the effectiveness of a televised learning experience. The numerous problems

encountered have made it necessary to continue the study over a longer per.
iod of time. At this point the greatest learning has been on the part of the

instructor rather than thr students.

Problems Encountered:
A. The total enrollment in the senior Class was on:), sixteen which pro.

vided eight for each group. The number of students was 100 small tO pro..

itlde a valid csaluation.
B. The television department did not base a video camera which necessi-

tated the usc 01 commercial televiuon
C. The videotape recording was shown on an open circuit at a time when

full control of the test group was not possible.

Possible Solutions to Problems:
A. This teaching technique will he used again during the next school

year on a somewhat larger group of students.
B. The television department should have 4 video Camera by the early

part of next year. Should this not materialize. live television may be

used.
C. Firm control of the test group will he ascertained well before the

learning experience is scheduled.

Ideas for Further Studies:
A. A continuing study of the effectiveness of educational television will

be undertaken during the school ycar of 1964-1965.
B. Studies of thr attitudes of students and faculty toward eduational

television would be both valuable and challenging.
C. Additional studies of the use of television in nursing educattion should

be undertaken.
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TEACHING OF NURSING IN THE SCHOOL HEALTH
PROGRAM THROUGH INDVENDENT STUDY

AND A DIRECTED PRACTICUM
Senior Nursing Students

Nursing Cum of Adults and Children;
Clinical Laboratory Portion on School Nursing

Kathryn L. Argabrite University of Ca liforn a
at Los Angeles

Introduction:
Statement ol the Problem urriculum change in the undergraduate

nursing educaaon program has produced the problem of providing learning
experience in school nursing for 41 large number of (421 vnuor nursing stu-
dents. I his must be done without student-Iaultv contact for lecture-discus-
sion purposes and within time hnut of lf lahoratorv hours. In order to
most effectorely achieve the Objectives, it was cfcc:ded to 1/1C the experimen-
tal approach of a new leaching techruque- sdl-studv and al Directed Practi-
Cum.

Objectives:
"lhe following obiectises were convdered a basic part of the undergradu-

ate nursing eduation program:
I. The student explains and describes with one or more anecdoal ex-

amples from her school nursing experiences.. each ol the five mispr
functions of a nurse in a school situation.
'the Nurse in the School Health Program

a. Utility% concepts of human growth. skselopment and behavior
Hi the milieu of the school health program

h. Itecognites and deals %Oh developmental and health needs of
students especially in those areas of prevention. detective, and
treatment which necessarily influence educational programming.

c. Utilites *swing community %CrNices for children and youth and
spearheads thc development of additional service, when indi-

cated by the needs of the school health program
d. comprehends the nature of the educational setting in which the

schoolnursC works.
c. Selccis and uses processes appropriate to thc roles asumed by

the school nurse
2. The student applies and gives a verbal explanation of her application

of previously acquved knowledg i. and skill to the function of nurses
in school situations.

Design:
Description of thc new teaching technique A faculty representative pre-

planned the student learning experiences by use of written communication
and by individual and small group meetings with pub:sc school personnel for

.
'Florentine. H. (1.. "The Preparation and the Role of Nurses m School
Health Programs.- (imilelines for the Uw of Administrators. Irdiscators. and

Students National I cague for Nursing l'162
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the purpose of orientation to the basic nursing program. interpretation of thr
objectives and learning experience% and assignment ef students to individual
school nurses, she made the student assignments and introduced the program
to the students. she prepared and distributed to each student and participat-
ing school nurse the following niaterials:

I. An annoted bibliography.
2. A stenciled Copy of the guidelines and objectives. The guidelines were

prepared with onc guideline on each page. In double column under
each guidehne were several suggested student centered supporting be-

havioral objective% and illustrative learning experiences potentially
available in the school situation These were developed by the investi-
gator for the purpose% of this project.

Each student was expected to complete a minimum of one experience un-
der each guideline. keep a recoril of the experience% she completed, and com-
plete a written examination basd upon thc objcctives.

Evaluation Devices Used:
Upon cornpktion of the directed practicum, each student completed a

written examination in which she was to explain each guideline with an illus-
tratiye anecdote from her school experience and identity the knowledge and
skills she used to cal ry ou* the experience.

Cenclusion:
The pattern of sell-study and directed practicurn repreoented one new

teaching technique in which a single faLulty member may provide a wide
range of learning experiences in school nursing in as many situations and for
as many student as *ere in nrc I of the experiences. It provided for uniform-
ity. diversity and flexibility of learning experiences. thus maximizing the
karning potential of the student by meeting individual students' needs and
abilities. It required a great deal of time #.in the pail of one !acidly member
in the planning and evaluating processes hut made optimum use of student
learning tome. For the most part it was behesed to be an effective approach
to rro.c..ing the obicetives with an acceptable degree of understanding.

Problems, Solutions, Future Studies:
Mint of the problem% encountered resulted from communication difficul-

ties related to the limitation of contact with other faculty and students. It is
expected that discussirms held with relevant faculty and a few suggested al -
terations in implementation will remedy these problems when using this ap-
proach to student learning during the next academic year. It will be inter-
esting to continue the es aluation .sith the next group of students comparing
their performance with the one report here
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SELF-D1RECTED STUDY AS A METHOD OF TEACH NG
THE PROCESS OF LESSON PLANNING

Graduate Level Students in Mediral-Surgical Nursing
Master's Degree Program

Vhrglffla .I. Carona Utiversity of Colorado
Introduction:

The problem of thi-. project %as to desclop a plan to prot,ule evperimce
in !be process of lesson planning, prior to the medical surgical teaching or the
supervision practicum, for studer.is in tht medical surgical graduate program
in nursing.

All students in the mcd:cal-surgical graduate program must complete
their CourSe of study in one scar. BecillAC of the limited time involved, the
students have bole control in the chowe of courses or opportunity to do in-
dependent intellectual work. Since the program at this time could not be
changed, would not a different !caching technique.. such as self-directed stu-
dy within the existing course of this structured program widen the students'
rmge of educational experience and promote a more accepting attitude to-
%YAW independent intellectual work?

Objectives:
The purpose of this project were II) to implement a technique of teach-

ing in which students were given greater than usual responsibility ;or their
own learning, and (') to determine the attitudes of the students toward self-
directed study technique.
Design:

Me population consisted of eighteen graduate students in nursing relis
tered, during the Spring Semester, 1964, fifteen students in the medical-sur-
gical teach ng practicum and quer in the supersi-Aon practicum. The teach-
ing practium was designed for those students whose primary interest was
nursing education and teaching nursing sersice personnel. Since teaching was
a function of both groups, the graduate students in both practicums were in-
cluded in this propect.

The availahlity of two instructors for conference time was posted each
week, and the students could make appointments for conferences as they de-
sired.

The self-directed protect involved having thc students select, prior to the
teaching practicum or stopervosion practicum, an area of interest within med-
ical-surgical content. It was the students' resporwhiNty to acquire the theo-
retical knowledge of the area of interest. The stu lents also choose from this
area of interest a topic of medical-surgical nursing which they were to de-
velop into a lesson plan for basic nursing students if they were in the teach-
ing practicum. For those in the supervision practicum, their topic was to be
de.,eloped into a lesson plan for In-service classes for nursing service person-
nel.

At the beginning of the Spring Semester, an unstructured practicum of
five weeks was oesigned so that the students mig'd study the clinical aspects
of their areas of interest. The students were assigned among three hospitals.
where the kinds of nursing problem they were studying might he found. Each
student made hcr own time schedule, selected the patients for study, and de-
termined the method of studying the clinical aspects.
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Evaluation:
!he ealuation de% ice. ti.tL . 1 4 I I 1 Act, student submittcd a, written

lesson plan. 421 A peer teaching expetience %AS set Oft SO this! Citch student
could present her class to her peers before Icachiag basic students or nurs-
ing sets ICC prrsonct I he peer group otIcrrd constructise criticisin uit the end
of each class, and thr practice teacher could either revise the lesson plan of
not, depending upon suggestions offered by the group. 4 j The plan was later
taught by the practice teacher to the group for which it had been planned.
On a form presiously desised, the presentation was e.-aivated by the instruc-
tor of the graduate students, for the presentation to basic ..tudents, their in
struetor also evaluated :* (41 An opinionnaire using s liken type scale fot
rating was develowd to determine the attitudes of the students concerning
their experiences.

Conclusion:
Still in the process ol esalualing data

Problems:
Ihr students were :1111.Cd in Ihr f.all Semester to select an area of itcfcst

in medical-surgical nursing and to studs this arca during the fast eight weeks
of this semester lhe timing of this assignment war. poor. Students were too
concerned about terns papers, examinations and studying for the semester.
that they couldn't find time to prepare themselves for the Spring Semester.
At the lime this assignme I was made. a false assumrion was made, namely.
that since the graduate soulents had had medical-surgical nursing in thetr
basic programs. stud) ing o ic area Of medical-surgical nursing would not bc
too time consuming. Ifowesr, mist of the graduate students' theoretical
knowledge of medical-nursing Was limited and superficial, and, therefore, they
required more lime to S11114

Some students, being used to having educational expeilences which were
highly teacher directed activities, had problems indentifying their educational
goals and, therefore, did not know what to do with the time spent in the clini-
cal area and were slow in starting.

Inadequate classroom facilities and credit hours, class scheduling and other
classes which conflicted with availability of the student to pursue her study
were iust a few of the problems whi..h could not be controlled by the instruc-
tor.

Having a full teaching schedule made it difficult to find time to plan. exe-
cute. anti es aluate this prot,ram

Possible Solutions to Problems:
Have several ideas about possible solutions, but at this time have not clearly

&fined a course of action

Ideas for Further Studies:
I plan to continue this protect next scar. refine evaluation tools and work

out the problems encountered
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TWO METHODS OF TEACHING THE HISTORY OF NURSING

Freshman Course Nursing 321FG
Fundamentals of Nursing Unit II

Heritage of Nursing
University of WyomingCharlotte R. Coe

Introduction:
The problem was to study the use il two methods of teaching the Heritage

of Nursing t History of Nursing) to matched pairs of freshman students in
nursing.

"I he reastm for the selection of this problem %as to determine if better use
could be made of the students time by using independent study 4,4.ff-directed

study ) in the teaching of the Heritage of Nursing
From the (las% of thirty-eight feeshmen, twenty-eight wcfC bdCCtCli to

participate. lhe twenty-eight were atched pans on the basis of predicted
yrade point averages. age and home address :.roup I. attended kctures and
t iroup S did independent study.

Objectives:
The titles:lives of the study were to answer the following questions:

a. Is there any difference an the ability of the matched pairs of students
to answer questions corer -tly concerning the Heritage of Nursing when
one group studies independently and the other group Attcisds lectures.

h. Is there any difference in the ability ot the two groups to write a paper
which n.erts certain specific criteria lor presentation of conttnt and
evaltiatio:i of the paper?

c Do the iipmrms of the two groups reveal any dicerences their atti-
tudes unvard history of nursing. their use of references and their
evaluation of participating in the stu,ly?

Design:
Fisch group had one and one-hall hours of class to orscnt them to the pro.

feet and to the plans and requirements for thc course. All received the same
printed information. (group S did not meet again during thc Fall Semester.
They mct for one class period in March to discuss the course and their prog-
ress to date. tiroup I. had four 10minute Cii1V periods during the Fall Semes-
iCr

Onc teact.er was responsible for thc entire unit of instruction.

Evaluation Devices:
Tens. All students were given the same test on thc Heritage of Nursing

as part of the finisl examination for the course, 32IF. in January and
421(1 on May.

Paper. All students were given written instructions and a verbal explana-
tion of the requirements for the paper. All students were invited to con-
sult with flu! teacher Ube investigator I concerning any aspect of writ-
ing the paper. %Six of the twenty-eight students participating in the
study did so.

Student Opinion. Information was collected from thc evaluations re-
quested of students at the end of Nursing 3211:(i. foundations of
Nursing.



Conclusions:
1. : cre Will% almost no thfieresice al the ability of the two groups, as they

*ere matched on the basis of predicted grade point avcragri.
2. TOM wa no tiiitittiLaity significant difference between the performance

of (now, S At compared to tiroup 1.
1. This study should bc repeated with a larger group of students. Sopho.

more or Junior students should be used in order to avoid the problems
encountered with the 4:61% of Freshman.

Problems:
a 'Ilse teacher (the smrstigator ) of the content had not taught this sub.

ject brforc, therefore, her insecurity and relative unfamiliarity with
the subject may have adsersely affected her effectiveness as a teacher.
Information concermng the predicted grade point averages was Dot
available for all students until the end of the Fall semester so that
selection of (stoup S and tiroup 1. had to be door without including
all the itudents at the beginning.

c. Ihe class of students had been described as -different" by other
teachers (one with Mule than tea years of teaching Freshmen in this
program). The class win characterized as being extremely indifferent,
disinterested and bored. 1 here were several extraordinary disciphne
problems during the Fall semester.

d wenty students dropped the course during thr year.
c. Another research project using a card sort was not especially pleas-

ing to the students and may have affected opinions of this research.

Possible Solutions:
A teacher who is willing to carry on this kind of research and who has

taught the subject before would be more effective reit thc teacher.
A solution for problem b. seems to lie in the selection of thc class for this

typc of study. Sophomore or Junior students on whom the informa-
tion is available would be advisable.

A solution for problem d. is tied in with the scullion for problem h. Using
Sophomore or Junior students would eliminate the problem of drop-
outs.

Ideas for Further Study:
This research design should he used to gather more data.
This design should be used in other nursing courses in which the stuuent

can get information from books and the experience. knowledge and judgment
of the teacher cannot or does not greatly enhance the subject matter.

Research could provide some information on when is the optimum time
for teaching of history of nursing.

A follow-up study is planned for the Fall. 1964. A roultiple-choiee and
essay test will be given to both groups to determine if there is any difference
in the amount of recall between thc two groups.
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A CO PARISON OF STRUCTURED AND SEM1-STRUCTURED
METHODS OF TEACHING, WITH EMPHASIS ON

SELF-DIRECTED ACTIVITY
Senior Level Students in Advanced Nursing Course

Laura Mae Douglass San Jose State College
Introduction:

tom review ul the literature, it was determined that the educator must
believe in the worth of mdependent or self-directed study of It to be effective.
Ibe teacher must hold the philosophy that students have a right to elLefdire in-
ttcpendrncc and self-direction and must be tree to mike Judgments. The in-
structoT's main function is to provide circumstances which would produce an
environment where the student is free to learn as an mdividual. to question.
to look for implication.: and applications and to integrate previously acquired

knowledge with concepts or principles.
Self-directed study can he implemented in ..ny setting. for all students gain

from the experience, even though some students require more guidance from
the instructor than others. lhe self-directed student was found to be more con-
trolled and better organued than his peers .and was apt to tic interdependent.
venturcsomc. re,ourceful. persistent, retteLtise and crealiVC. Studies indicated
that while fere was a small difference in favor of self-directed groups in the
mastery of course material. greater usz of resource materials was evident, and
there was growth in ability to think critically and to define and solve probkms.

Objectives:
ft was the purpose of this protect to compare the results of traditional. Of

structured, method of teachmg with that cif a senu-siructured method which
included sell-directed icuvaly. Ihe experiment was conducted with a group of
eight senior nurses enrolled in an eight week course called **Advanced Nurs-

Roth the control and experimental groups were given a written pre-test.
which consisted of a controlled nursing situation, prepared by a sub-committee

of the California league for Nursing. to study basic competencies expected of
graduates from a baccalaureate program of nursing. 'the students were asked
to study the situation., then to I ) identify problems: (2) state principles m-
imed to the probkms rJ (3) plan an appropriate course of action. The con-
trol greup had traditional. or structure.' method of teaching. while the ex-
perimental group was exposed to thc trial method of teaching. After a four
week experience, all students were assigned to a onc day patwnt care experi-
ence in which thc nursing situation was unknown to the %Went. The patients

in the nursing situations paralled the nursing situation used in the pre-test in
respect to number and variety of problems. Following care given to the auign-
ed petit its, the control ,troup was not given time off from the clinical labora-
tory for independent study. while the experimental group was given the next
day off. An effort was made to give the free day at a time when the student
would not be burdened with other responsibilities of the course, that is. team
leading. preparation for nursing care presentation. or conducing a seminar.
No instructions were given concerning the use of thc allotted free time. All
students were thcr given a post-test involving an actual nursing situation The
measurement technique was the same for thc pre and post tests. All of the
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responses %Cie dassihri into five categorics (11 physical, (2) emotional.
4 4, patient education, 44) srlf, (involving student's perception. attitudes,
svateness, etc.) And (i) other, lir:cognition And use of community resourCes,

maintenance of harmonious relationships with personnel in All departments.
etc i !he number of responses V« As cairrircred and tabulated for each of the
pilf tat:Willa% in the control and experimental groups for both the pre and post
tests

t ontrolkd satiable\ included i experience in the same 10 bed, local,
voluntary tospital, t 2) compatabk educational Attainment, tit like collegiate
educational background, 141 all enrolled iii (he same course And 45) Alf re-
ceived the same general orientation to the course.

Uncontrolled variables included I ) one group having experience with
medical patients Ana one with surgical, 42) one male student, (1) hospital
connected past vsork CApericrice ranging Ironi none to fall time employ,- nt,
(4) three students employed part time while enrolled in the course, 45) une
married student svith io chitdren, nd Ow) ivxo instructors, one with the conk
trot group, and one %vith the experimental group.

lbc manipulative variable consisted of different teaching methods and
management of class time and activities. ihe similarities and differences in th
plan of students enrolled in the course included.

Control Usperimental
3;( lass f dr. 26

7 8Uxamination
4Required Reathin. Assignmen I 8t,

Reg Rib. ( ar. 0
NW %Me ( are Pre.eniainns.
Seminars I cif h thr Student 1

Sot hr of Clinical Practice 22 22
Counseling with Insr uctor Scheduled i : hr. none

1 he major hypotheses contended that the of -,ortunity for initial KU-directed
self selected learning experience would motivate the students to seek a higher
lesel of knowledge antl understandinc. It was !bought that students in nursing
would be attuned to both covert and osert patient needs in a nursing situation
and the student would be better able to perceive relationships between recog-
wed needs, related principles and relate courses of action.

Findings:
'the results of this insestigation supported the contention that students in

the study would he able to perceive nursing problems, identify principles re-
lating to those problems, and would he able to plan appropriate courses of
action. However, when identifying probkms and stating principles. the stu-
dents limited their responses to the areas of "Physical" and "I..motional". giving
only limited attention to "Patient Fclucation". -Self" and "Other". On the
othe- hand, when planning courses of action, all students seemed more at-
toilett to th: live major areas.

I he experimental study did not support thc contention that, after an ex-
perience with self-directed activity. thc better than average student would be
able to identify a proportionately larger number of patient problems in a given
nursing situation. than would an aterage student.
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Some difference was noted in the abose aserave stibients in the experi-
mental group, alter the opportund f4, a% pi% ch to quit independentk, in their

ability to state principles Ibis supported the lispothey:, th d the benet than

4Verape student would be able to plan pool tionatels i!orc corresponding
principles relator to oilentified problems, aim, would the awrage student

It was hypothewed forther, that the a% claVe itidctit rmi..ht plan courses

c.ction not based on recociwed problem, or felatcit principle, This state

Mehl prosed to he true not mils with the a% el al.e ttudcht, but with all partici-
pant% id the studs, for no mari,cd 4t_.t..etence Iii the rtoupt S4 avi noted All %II

dents responded to some degree in all of the categories, which itithcatei.
awareness of need in all areas, but pros cif, in this case, that
the need and corresptmdmg principle, dad not al.sass precede the achinl

Ideas for Further Studies:
( onsonant with 4 feN, le% the lila atule acid thC fct,111% of thi% %hid},

certain unphcations can be drawn and fcc ort ftichitatii 41% lot further %huh
p.orowd I he null hspothecs may he an W)ut.11,1c to scN, ct if tat. tor%

attitudinal set of students, Its) 1114115 icquitcltiChls 44 the CtitICht course, poorly
timed free WM!, % ef %Mall sanipling, w tnA greall% magnified the chance fac-

tor, and the possibility that students transmitted orlormation front one group
to another Ildure studies of this kind with a larger sampling should be tar-
ried out with a nornher of classCs to determine the s Adds and rehaf olds of

the proposed teac.hing met, 1 R studies s mittl be ol definite sable
as ;sell io the expforation thourht ranCitis Itistrilit0I% should carefully ex-
amine the phalosom, objectocs. purposes, content and teaching methods of

the program and 'heir courses to decide whether thes represent the kind of

thinking stud-n! j want to produce the facuh ought rise patkular at-

tention to the thasads of learning which have heen ontegr.ded into the nursing
prograni and esaluate the ztfech1chess of this method of teaching

INDEPENDENT STUDY IN NURSING OF CHILDREN
Junior Level Students in Nursing of Children

Constance Drumheller Loretto Heights College
Introduction:

his protect Invoked the use of mokpendent dud% as method of teachong

Nursing of Children so that each student Loidd progress at h,t own pace and
Wire her own resources on le.uning Ihe problem was to determine if, and
to what extent, independent studs' on Nursing of ( holdren could be employed as

technNue 01 leaching
Nursing of ( Wren as a Ilse semester hour course placed in thc

Scsentecn students were on the group onsolsed th.. rower

Objectives:
he student-loctscd olliccttscs sshich guided this pictect were
Ikvelopment of a more posstise ttitude toward studs
Improved utihiation of the mstructor
(treater depth in study
Persistence o self-direstion an other courses
( reater self-direction in learnini., content material
knowledge of content at least as good as that of the precious gronp who

took the Course
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Design:
For this project class hours were reduced from 4M to 16. No modifications

were made in laboratory hours or laboratory practice. At the initial meeting
at the beginning of the semester, the following items were given to the stu-
dents. a list of content to be coiered with detailed directions as to the con-
duct of the course, method of grading and terminal behaviors expected of the
student; list ot the topics for the 16 class hours, and a reading list containing
selected references. '1he topics covered in class were thoae relating to concepts.
current problems and other areas of content less taccessible to the student (and
which required clarification by the instructor). The students were advised
that the instructor would be available at all times for individual Or group
assistance.

Evaluation:
Evaluation of this project was based on the objectives. Devices used were:

midsemester and final examinations (same tests as given to previous group
for purpose of comparing scores): NI.N Achievement Test in Nursing of
Children (with comparison of %cotes of previous group); student evaluation
of changes in study and attitudes toward study; student evaluation of inde-
pendent study al a method of teaching the course; mini instructor's evaluation
of mudonte grasp .4 content based on application in laboratory, performance
in conferences and direct questioning of the student.

ConClUsiOn:
1. There was no apparent cnange in attitudes toward study but students did

report an increase in depth and scope of study.
2 Students at the junior level are not ready for independent study as car-

ried out in this project for these reasOns:
a. need of student lot greater direction and contact with teacher in

the classroom
h. the nature of course cement and laboratory practice make indepen-

dent study difficult
3. Some form of independent study could be used in this course.

Problems:
Problems encountered in this method of teaching arose from the students*

uncertainty as to the adequacy of thr. study. Less than half the group asked
for individual assistance from the instructor hut all expressed concern, at one
time or another. about !canting in thc absence of the usual lecture and lecture-
discussion periods. There was some dissension among the students as to the
need for group help and not until mid-semester were they able to agree to ask-
ing for a two hour session with the teacher.

Possible Solutions:
Any future use of independent study hy this teacher should provide for

increased student-teacher contact in the classroom and should he evaluated
with better and more refined devices than used for this project.
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A COMPARISON OF TWO GROUPS OF NURSING
STUDENTS IN SELF DIRECTED STUDY

AND TRADITIONAL STUDY
Semisweet* Degree Program

Senior Nursing Students in Public Health Nursing

tiertrude Hess
University of California

introduction:
Teaching techniques in nursing education at the University of California

School of Nursing. San Francisco, unl1m4 independent study and measuring

its effect on students, have been done informahs. Indisidu.d instructors have

guided students in independent study and a course giving credit for such study

is offered.
The present study was desipned to determine whether a group of students

exposed to iadependent study would differ in the moiety of course material

from a group exposed to a traditional study.
Despite thr fact that students base been accustomed to structured learn-

ing experiences during the greater par of the five year nursing program, it was

reasoned that independent study in the semester of graduation would not limit

the students' learning .. instead it might help stimulate them in obtaining maw

tcry of course content.
'the student population consisted of twelve students enrolled in communi-

ty health nursing. ihey were paired according to high and low grade point

averages; six students were placed in the traditional and six in the experi-

mental. independent program.
Objectives:

The objective of the stu%4 was to determine sshether differences existed in

the two groups of s:udents in the mastery of course content of community

health nursing.
Design:

The twelve students were assigned to the three instructors. each had four

students consisting of two matched pairs of experimental-control students. All

instructors had additional students who were completing community health

nursing requirements and who already were registered nurses.' Two public

health agencits were used and in onc of the agencies two centers served as

student placement centers. Discussicns and contrences including instructors,

students and agency personnel were employed to gain consent and coopera-

tion for the project.
At the beginning of the semester thc students received a di-tailed course

outline listing objectives. learning experiences. expected behavior% and course

requirements.
The control group was taught by the traditional lecture, seminar and lab-

oratory method three hours of lectures, including a weekly seminar, and a

minimum of sixteen hours of laboratop; experience. The experimental group

had no lectures, no planned seminars and a minimum of sixteen hours of lab-

oratory weekly: they also had the freedom to explore and obtain consultation

from instructor and agency personnel.

1Total class enrollment 44. including 12 ..to4.4 st Went.. Number of in-

structors Nix. three had study students.
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Evaluation:
All students were required to Like it, midterm and a final examination

and the NI N Public Health Nursing Achievement lest. Scores for the latter
will be available lirtclr and will 13e ncorpoprted.

Conclusion:
The midterm stores showed a %mail hut insignificant difference sn favor of

the experimental group in the mastery of coutse material. In the scores of the
final Crtantinirtion at compared to the midterm there was little difference be.
!wren experimental and control students perlounance, except for one student.
In this instance the experimental student exhibited superior performance on the
midterm. However, sne encountered mita-personal difficulties which may ot
may not be the cause of markedly inferior performance on her finals.

*The technique employed in the experiment of placing MOM responsibility
on the student for selecting his own learning experiences open interesting possi-
bilities for developing altitudes toward learning. for providing the student with
an incentive toward continued growth and bor nnovations in nursing education.

Problems:
Problems encountered in doing she study resulted in part from curricu-

lum changes in the School of Nursing. 'he present princet was planned as a
pilot study and a broader research protect concerned with self directed study.
including thc 'senior class of 1964/0 and covering all but one content area of
the senior year. was projected. Preparation for this study was in full swing.
but had to be postponed.

Ideas for Further Study:
It is hoped that in the future sell directed study techniques can be tested.

not only for mastery of content hut also for problem solving abilities, curiosity
--seeking information in own and related fields and for leadership potential.
It is also hoped that it will he possible to test whether there is a defference in

the student-to-R.N. transition between students from the independent. se:I
directed study and those from traditional study.

COMMUNITY RESOURCES CONTENT FOR THE
STUDENT IN PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING
Senior Level Students in Public Health Nursing

Helen M. Huebert University of Wyoming

Introduction:
One tenet of the pre--ervice baccataureate nursing cdt cation as the belief

that thc p14,1.....lonal nurse must be self-directive in the application of her
nursing knowledge and skills to the practical situation. Ibis self-direction is
necessary for the nurse if she is to provide comprehensive and appropriate
nursing care to patients and families.

The application of theory as it relates to community resources. facilities
and services and thc practical use of these awncies by students during their
public health nursing experiences requires considerable self-direction on the
part of the students. Traditional teaching methods require a considerable
amount of direction by thc teacher and are not, in themselves, oldlicive to
the development of self.direction on the part of the student.



lhe problem was to select 4 teaching technique which Aould Alms the

%mot %tudcnt entolled course in public health nursing the opportunity to

study the content related to 4.0111111ullt4 IC011R:cs in a way most meaningful

to the student and which would require the student to seek this mlormation

in such a way As to bc ably to nthclac and use the knowledge gamed in a

more apptopriate way.

The use of the independent study technique lot it poition 01 theory About

cimiunity resources. lacilsties and wsiccs could challenge the senior student

of nursing to achICVC 4 higher lesel of understandmg, and thcrchy

About the cooperation of all community agencies within thc lick' of the pub-

lic's heahh. independent study could also be used to as'bist the student in recog-

nizing her responsibility lot her own learning.

Di-strip:tun tri Mr itudent group. '1 he student roup consisted of two sec-

tions of belllor students ol nursing. Both sections ol students sersed as the ex-

perimental group. One section of elesen students was molted in the course

in public health nursing 04 SCHicsiCt hours if Crcdtt) throughout the Fall

semester, 1961. the second section of eight students b4% entulled in the tame

course throughout the Spring semester, 1964. the maiority of students also

was enrolled in three non-nursing courses the students total credit load var-

ied lfom 14 to 17 semester hours of credit

Oblictins:
lhe student objectives for the independent study project were:

1. Compare health problems within a family or community to state. na-

tional and international health problems.

2. Clarify the relation between perstoen and emerging health problems,

and the acrsiccs avatlahle or needed to meet these problems.

1. I.valuate and make a judgment about the community resource. facility

or sersice to be used in the solution of health problems within a family.

4. tinha apropriate written communication skdls in the presentation of

facts basic to an understanding of health needs and problems. and the

resources, serblces and or facilities available for the solution of these

problems.

Design:
A portion of one unit and another compkte unit of study in the course in

public health nursing were chosen for !he purpose of the independent study.

Ibis course content included official agency programs and services as well as

other community resources concerned with health. Community responsibifly

concering health matters also was included.

Seminars were held twice weektv for the purpose of discussing communi-

ty health probkms and official and voluntary agencies concerned with tiv

public's health. welfare and education. After the series in !seminars, formal

clams were discontinued for a period of six weeks. One optional class hour

a week could be used by the students for discussion with the teacher about

community health problem* and services. Arrangements also were made for

students to have individual conferences. again on an optional basis for the

purpose of discussing the scope of the paper which was to be written, clarifi-

cation of thc obiechves of the independent study and thc general format of

the required paper. -the paper was due two weeks prior to the close of the

respective semester.



Evaluation:
Evaluation device% consmcd o, (1 ) 4 written exammation administered

two days after the end of the tele.d class tirne (2) the content of the writ-
ten paper n relation to the estahlisl,t-d oNective:; (3) A W*41:five evaluation
of the student's contact and use ut tither community agencies. Each student
was asked to prepare A written esiiIii.ttion of the independent study and re-
quested to indic:ite whether or not site cmisidered it A meaningful learning
experience.

Conclusion:
it WA% not possible to do a cornpaative study using evaluations done Oft

previous students bClAthC of the disuilitkirsty of examinations. term papers
and study proiects. A majority of students, on self-evaluation, concluded that
the independent study experience had been profitable to them, that it was a
painful but useful way to learn content and wit-directive habits. and the stu-
dents suggested continuance of this type Of study.

Problems:
Students in both 'sections cornpialned shout the lack of teacher direction

as it pertained to specific instructions for study and the writing of the study
paper. Students used the released class time for Activities other than studying.
Several students expressed resentment that th:y had been allowed to use the
released class time in an unwise manner.

All of the students had had experience in other courses in writing term
papers. However. tome of the students believed that they were being requited
to do graduate level study in the preparation of the paper. The students ap-
peared to view the study paper at the only purpose of independent study.
Neither section took advantage of the hour set aside each week for general
class discussion until one week before the study paper was due. The mere use
of the words "independent study" seemed to threaten the students into vary-
ing lengths of inactivity.

Possible Solutions:
Fmphasis on the uniqueness of independent study and the opportunity for

growth on the part of both student and teacher might prove less threatening.
The utilitation of a term other than "independent study" might prove to be
less threatening to students. but "self-directed study" has the same threat and
implication.

ideas for Further Study.
Independent study presents many avenues for further study by nursing

educators. Variations in the type and dept of content as well as variations in
the amount of released class time arc appropriate for futher study.

ideas for Future and Further Plans:
The independent study. modified to some extent, will hc used during the

1964-65 academic year for senior students in public health nursing. A tam
set of obiectives which arc less global in nature will be used. The seminar% will
closely approximate a slightly decreased released clan time.
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INDEPENDENT STUDY AS A PAETI.suli OF HING

Junior Level Students in Nursing of Adults and Children

Colette Kerlin University of California
at Los Angeles

introduction:
the project wii developed to determme it independent study as a method

of teaching would stimulate students to leant and to find a challenge and fun

in learning. Independent study was defined as, free choice by students of
methods ol meeting stated objectives of the course. !he descriptive method was

used.

Objective:
10 provide students free choice of how they were to meet and demon .

stride meeting the course objectives and to evaluate the outcome of such free

choice.

Design:
The course objectives and specific expected behaviors were distribute at

the start of the semester. The students were free to attend of r.ot attend the

lecture hours. lhey were required to turn in a plan of action each week for

the coming week which stated their goals regarding the area of knowledge

they planned to concentrate on and the resources they planned IG use. The

purpose of this was to facilitate thc meehamcal arrangemen.s that needed to

be maJc on ihe hospital wards and to serve as a data gathering device. The

students were assigned on a maternity ward and were required to spend the

first three weeks there to become oriented to the faculty and to the resources
of the ward. They were free to utilize other resource areas and did select a

variety of these. A nursing problem investigation paper was required and was

to include a statement of thc problem. a survey of literature and a formulation

of a hypothesis. Ihe students had a scheduled, two hour. unskructured seminar

each week in order to share ideas. prob*:mt and to give each other moral

support. (Ace time was arranged so students could come to the instructors

when they felt a need to do so. Students in the project were not required t.1

take tests given the rest of the class except for the finid examination. The Anal

examination was used only to sec how the project students ranked in the dis-

tribution of scores of the total class: it was not used for purposes of grading

the project students.
Evaluation:

The evaluation tools were the papers and projects of the students. Thaw

and the investigator's observations were evaluated slibiectively.

Most students choose to be tested orally. Broad spectrum, open ended

questions were developed in relation to the course objectives. Two instructors

were present at the testing situation for validity of evaluation of performance.

They recorded and coded the answers in terms of spontaneous free flow re-

sponses; with probing and the facts supplied by thc instructor. The probes

were generally standarized. The criteria then used for grading included the

grasp and understanding of knowledge shown hy the student in the testing
situation with consideration given for the use of material in the laboratory

selling. Consistency and depth of investigation in one %Oliva area and the
problem investigation paper were considered as balancing factors with the

examination.
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Findings:
At the end of the semester the student% instigated a spontaneous group

effortdirecird toward conicifinr and syrithesiting the knowledge from the sys-
tem% of hrhasior being stuJird into a deselopmental sequence approach. ibis
ss.r-, compiled into 4 reference paper f) the goup.

Students spent an aserapr of ten hour% sa week on the wards in comparison
to thc usuat twelse hours I fir} averaged eight *reks of thr fifteen week% on
thr maternit), ward In heir learning plans the student% alwos had a stated
pur .ne for the selection of the ward areas chosen. 'Ihr problem investigation
paixts stitmed Vtrato,ity in the select:on of problem arca% to study.

ihr student expre red that the Mal testmg situation %as a valuable learn-
mg experience. ihry demonstrated 4 fairay good grasp of the knowledge area
on which they had chosen to be tested. 1 tic students fell into the normal curve
of thr distribution of scores of the total class when taking thelinal examination.

Student% unanimously stated that they would choose to have another
semester of independrnt stud), ihry accepted the challenge, were happy, and
seemed to gain matuto with trsponsibility sand sell discipline.

Problems:
The most difficult dung for facility to cope with was 'to let go of the con-

trol. not to get osrrly upset *hen students did not spend the whole semester
with maternity patients, and to practice the phlosophy of trust in the stu-
dents ability to cope.

it* oral testing consumed a great deal of time.
The faculty initial reaction was one of excitement iind fear. Would atudenta

have enough self thscipline to accept the challenge? Faculty had difficulty get-
ting the students to use the conference for sharing ieras, discussing problems
they had had and faculty %sere forced to initiate the topic of discussion.

Conclusions:
The pro)ect staff believe that because of the students' degree of happiness

and satisfaction and our feeling of success that we would like to try this
method of teaching again with a morr experimental design. However, since
teaching methods used are usually validated only by professionally trained sub-
fcctivity. we feel our suNective analysis of results are relatively valid. Perhaps
this system of teaching may bc considered as teaching through counseling. One
phase was informational guidance. giving the students the information about
the course and its content. The balance of the teaching wax through group
counwling in the symmars and individual counseling. The oral testing and
final written test was evaluation of the counseling effectiveness.

PROBLEMATIC SITUATIONS ENCOMPASSING BOTH
PSYCHIATRIC AND PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING

Senior Students in Psychiatvic and Public Health Nursing Courses
Florence M. McDonald Stanford University

introduction:
Progressively a nccd has emerged for the development of an educational

continuum between psychartic nursing and public health nursing. Each one
of these two major areas of thc nursing curriculum is offen.l in sequential
rotation during Iwo of thc three academic quarters of thc senior year for all
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students majoring in nursing. Research oil the educational process seemed to

be indicated.
NurstnK 176. 1 Unit. Ilat %Tirana, in Mrnial liruith and ns fundamental

course requirement of an independent study and Nurting 177. Pub lit 'Math

Nursing 1 Unit of 5 Units. Thew two courses offered each academic quartet

within the framework of the present curriculum were selected through which

specifIc members of the faculty would endeavor to implement the concept of

11: A AI 11.A(11ING and MDLPIAM.Ni 8 11:1)Y as instruction-d method-

ology during each and continuous throughout two acatkruic quarters.
Instructic al learn: Florence M. McDonald, Assistant Professor of Nursing

Psychitary ) Josephine Hawes, Assistant Professor of Nursing ( Publ'c

Heidth); and Ernest L. Bertelloto, lxcturer in Principk, of Public Health.

Objctivos:
1 he objectives of the study were
( 11 To provide opportunity for the development of an educational con-

isnuum between psychiatric nursing and public health nursing. con-
ceptually and experientially.

42 To provide opportuaity for the student to understand and to under-

take the operational sequence of experimental methodology.
4 1) To prow& opportunity for the individual student to demonstrate the

acceptance of herself as the principal agent in the learning process.
Within the objectives the student activities were to
411 Initiate and complete an individual, mdependent study of clinical in-

vestigation in a sufficient area of concern that encompassed both a psy-

chiatnc nursing anti a public health nursing focus with the problema-

tic situation. and was to extend in two different chmcal contexts, over

two scatkmic quarters).
(2) Understand some of the elements that influence the character of thc

judgments that she formulated.
f l) Demonstrate her ability to become self-actuating in directing he- own

learning and achievement.
14) Demonstrate her functional level of literacy.

Evaluation Doyle's:
(11 individual conferences were used by request anti ranged in number

from I to .12 per student with one or more of the faculty participants

during the two quarters of academic effort.
(2) Two paper and pen tools were used at specific times. depending upon

the quarter sequence for IN; student participants.

I) A comprehensive and collective written repoit of the clinical study

initiated and completed by each student was submitted in triplicate

for evaluation by each of the three team teaching participants of the

faculty.
VII A group conferenre, comprised of the student participants, the team

teaching pamcipan:s and a consultant from general education Was

used as the summary evaluation technique.

Conclusion:
Student interest and enthusia,m was maintained at a positive working level.

Student underAanding of areas of commonality of "content- in psychiatric

nursing and public health musing was extended in a practical and realistic

muner. .
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Reinforcement o: learning can occur in 4 meaningful process for all of
the participants, students and faculty alike.

Indirect orientation for a wide range of community agencies about edu-

cation in nursing at Stanford University was accomplished.
Precise planing is a necessary precedent to interdisciplinary teamwork.

INDEPENDENT STUDY AS A METHOD OF TEACHING
Senior Students in Advancd Medical Surgical Nursing

Julia Dry California State College
Harriett Sprouse at Les Angeles

Introduction:
The problem of this study was to develop the use of Independent Study

for students in the advanced course in Medical-Surgical Nursing. This course

was offered the last eight weeks of the student's lag semester in school.
No studies were found which had thc purpose of determining the student's

ability to identify nursing care needs. Several studies have been done on Inde-
pendent Study in fields other than nursing.
Objectives:

The objective selected for evaluation was to increase the extent of agree-

ment between student and instructor and on the identification of nursing care
needs of acutely ill hospitalized adult medical and/or surgical patient..

Three h)potheset were established at the beginning of the study. These
were that: I ) The increase in extent of agreement between student and in-
structor on the identification of nursing care needs of acutely ill hospitalized
adult medical and/or surgical patients will be greater among the students on
independent study; 2) A clinical experience of two weeks in an intensive care
unit will allow for adequate evaluation of the student's ability to identify nurs-
ing care needs: 1) A tool can be deveoped fot a systematic method of identi-
fication of nursing carc needs.
Design:

The study was limited to the eighteen students enrolled in the Advanced
Medical-Surgical Nursing course during the Spring Semester of 1964. On the
basis of grade point average the group was divided into pairs. One member of
each pair was selected for Independent Study. Tbe other mcmhcr vas enrolled
in the conventional course. Onc student not on Independent Study withdrew
before the course was completed.

All students were required to meet the objectives of the course. Students
on Independent Study wcrc not required to attend the lecture period. Instead
of writing the two required nursing care plans they could elect to write a paper
investigating 111 depth some arca of particular interest. Students on Independent
Study wcrc showed to select the patients for whom thcy wished to care.

Evaluation Devices:
Far purposes of evaluation a card sort consisting of fifty-five stateme.sts

describing nursing care needs was devilled. In order to allow for priority of
needs, items were sorted in order of significance for a specific patient by using
a seven-point distribution scale. Tbe card sort was done by each subject on
the first day and again on the day of assignment in the Intensive Care Unit.
At the same time the instructor in that area did a cari: sort on the same patient
used by thc subject. In order to ta..ulate the data a score sheet was devised



consisting of the statements with ;walkl columns for student and instructor
beside each statement. The sorted rank of each statement was recorded for
both student and instructor and the difference noted.
Conclusions:

Tabulation of the card sorts revealed that there was no significant increase
for either students on independent Study or students not ol Independent
Study.

The card sort developed for eviduation should prove useful not w.ly as an
evaluation tool hut also as a learning tool. The subjects stated that it
beneficial in heping them focus on specific needs of patient% and in deciding
on priority of needs.
Problems:

The sample of students was MO small and the time allowed for increased
ability to identify nursing tare needs of patient .. was too short to permit gen-
eralipations from the findings. Futhermore, many of the nursing care needs
of patients admitted to the Ihtensise Care find were so obvious that there was
little chance for disagreement on 11.c identification of tfor primary needs of
patients.

After using the card sort for this study it was believed that a devision of
some of the statements neddcd to be made to eliminate ambiguity and to in-
crease the reliability of the tool.
Ideas for Further Study:

The writers believe that is similar study on a larger wale would bc needed
if the use of Independent Study as a method of teaching or the card 1ort as
a method of evaluation is to be evaluated ft is suggested that a study encom-
passthr; the two required courses of Med.cal-Surgihal Nursing and rovering a
period of two semesters miyht be more valid. ft is further suggested that some
method be developed whereby calh student and a panel of instructors identify
the needs of a specific patient.

INTRODUCING A NEW LEARNING EXPERIENCE
INVOLVING INDEPENDENT STUDY AS A MEANS TO

MAKE THE OBSTRETICAL EXPERIENCE
MORE MEANINGFUL

Course for Junior Students
Marlys Raynes University of Oregon
Introduction:

The Public Heal,h faculty has complained that tfic students were unable to
transfer principle, of obstetrics learned in the hovital setting to the home sit-
uation. Ry puling thc student in a home situation and following the mother
through her hospitalization for labor and delisery it was hoped that the stu.
dent would become aware of the obstetric patient on the two situations and
see the implication of pregnancy on the family.

Spring quarter was the end of the student's Junior year. The students had
completed Medical-Surgical. Pediatric and Operating Room nursin7 experiences.
The Senior year included Psychiartic. PaThlic Health and Senior experiences.
The group included 21 students. Their grade point averages ranged from 1.8
to 2.0. Most of the students come from middle-income familics in rural areas.
A few were from out-of-state.
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The students had proldems solsit,g techmque as Sophomores through the
Mental flealti coordinator. PictitoOS4 the students had written Or orally pre-
sented case studies and nursing care plan+. The facus on these assignments was
on procedures and lor the disease of the patient. It was felt that the s:udent were
now ready to combine these skill.* and to locus on the Obstetric patient and
her family. ( oncurrent with Pediatric nursing courses the student had an in-
troductory course in c'uld beh4viot. Concurrent with Obstetrics courses stu-
dents took a Sociology cour+e called Marriage and the Family and a Psy-
chology Course called Psychology of I.earning.

Obloctives:
It was the purpose of this project to afford the student the opportumty to

consolidate the previously acquired knowledge and to put it to practical use
in ca.ing for the Obstetric patient and her family.

Objectives for the students in this proiect included:
1. Identify pertinent problem pertaining to the parturition period in a

xlected family from Out Patient (lime.
2. Formulate solution Is) to one of these identified problems.
3. Describe and compare the course of this mothee's pregnancy and de-

livery with the normal.
4. Describe and compare this newborn infant with the normal.
5. Formulate and implement a Nursing Care Plan for the mother's post

parium hospitalitation.
6. Describe the areas of teaching needs of this family and evaluate the

effectiveness of .hese teaching efforts.

Design:
A patient whose delivery date was within the next two weeks or lets was

selected by the student from the Prenatal clinics at the Out Patient Clinic. It
was suggested that the pregnancy he uncomplicated whenever possible. The
student planned to visit hcr selected paticnt at home once prenatally and post
delivery. Written permission for these visits was obtained from the mother.
The stuilent arranged to be present when her patient was admitted to tric hos-
pital and during hcr labor anil dzlivery. The student cared for the newborn in
the nursery and the mother on thc post partum arca at least one eight hour
day. A written description of the student's experience was due for thc eleventh
week of the quarter. Students was given a suggestion for content as these papers
were graded with a number grade.

Evaluation Davicss:
Im-iressions were used rather than scientific data. The written description of

the student's experience was graded according to the planned schedule. The
instructors observed the student working with the mother and newborn in the
hospital situation. The instructor compared her evaluation of the family sit-
uation on to the student's evaluation.

Conclusions:
This 'caching technique was very satisfactory to accomplish the obiectives.

The studs-its who were able to follow their patients As planned identified this
as their most enjoyable and valuable experience in nursing.

Problems:
Some of the patients selected lived or moved many miles from the school

campus making a home visit impossible. Many of the selected patients. developed
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complications of pregnancy when the purpose of the stukh was to follow an

uncomplicated obstetric casc. Due to substdute nursing staff two of the stu-

dents were not called at night when their patients were admitted in labor.

Solutions:
Since the patienh in thc clinic AM A vets fluid po investigate the

probability of using patients Iron* a plisate doctor's office, if the selected

patient develops oser-whelnmig complicatiom, it may bc occr%usty 14.) select

another patient. Instruct the patient% to tell the admitting nurse that the it on

Ow study. A card with the student's IIASTW and telephone number could be

given to her patient to be used upon admission to the hospital.

Further Study:
Plan with the pediatric instructors to use this technique A% it combined ex-

perience in normal obstetrics and pediatrics by following a Lima) for two

quartets.

SELF DIRECTED STUDY AN APPROACH TO TEACHING

A SENIOR NURSING COURSE, )RINCIPLES OF

ADMINISTRATION IN CLINICAL NURSING
Margaret Sullivan Seattle University

introduction:
The study was conducted dining spring quarter, 1'164. Ihe course title

was "Principles of Administration in ( linical Nurs.ag.- offering four credits

for theory and sox credits for clinical nursing experience. 'I he course Oct cov-

ering tcn weeks called for twenty-one hours of clinical experience. three hours

of conference, and four hours of lecture per *eck. Fourteen nursing students

were enrolled.
Statensrnt cal the Pruhlem How can a course taught on the senior level

bc so structured in thc leadership areas of nursing as to Assisi thc student to

assume MOM responsibility for her own learning and Increase hcr skills in

problem solving.
Objectives:

The Maier purposes of the study were:
I. lo develop a plan for teaching the course Principles of Administra-

tion in Clinical Nursing using a modified form of the self directed (inde-
pendent? study technique.

2. To determine whether the students could assume greater responsibility

for their own learning.
3. 'To determine if self directed study would be an effective method to in-

crease students ability and skill in techniques of problem solving. The princi-

ple% hypotheses proposed were that:
I. Students, if sufficiently motivated and properly guided. can assume

greater responsibility for directing their own learning .

2. Students would learn as well or better in a self directed study courw

.3 in the traditional lecture discussion method.

3. Students in a self directed course of studies would achieve greater satis-

faction because they would Se actively engaged in planning how they could

best attain their goals.
4. Self directed study would be an effective method for teach ng the stu-

dent theory of administration. supervision, and leadership.
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Design:
Students were informed two weeks prior to the beginning of the quarter

that they would he involved in a new method of teaching.
The course plan included eight hours scheduled discussion session and

sixteen hours of clinical experience the first two weeks, one hour daily confer-
cnces four times a week for next two weeks. and fourty hours a week clinical
experience for a period of five week% included in this was three hours of
conference per week. Schedule for th last two weeks included, four two-hour
seminars, two hours for final examination and individual student teacher evalu-
ation conferences.

The conventional course structure was maintained; however, the eight
hours informal discussion setsions were substituted for the previous formal
lecture periods. The conferences were used to explore and analyze problems,
the seminars were used to coordinate and summarize the learninp that had
occurred.

The major problenurtical theme of the course was evolved around the
concepts of leadership in team nursing.

The problems to be resolved throughout the quarter were: (1) What is
team nursing? (2) What principles, concepts, tools and techniques of admin-
istration, supervision. and leadership are fundamental and applicable for effec-
tive functioning of the nursing team within the hospital structure? (3) How can
the student increase her skills in problem solving in the role of a team leader?

Learning experiences in the clinical area the first two weeks were structured
to provide the student with the opportunity to function as an usistant to the
team leader and head nurse. They were given copies of a discuuion of the team

plan, and the functions. duties and responsibilities of the head nurse and team
leader.

A bibliography was provided and a variety of resource material was avail-
able in the classroom. Students were informed that they would be responsible
for identifying and working through a problem within the framework of the
problems posed.

They were informed that they could work alone, in pairs or in groups.
The instructor would by avaesable for guidance at any time within the eight
hour working day. The students would be responsible for making appoint-
ments.

Informal conference time would be scheduled to* one hour a day for the
..econd two weeks of the quarter. The students were not required to attend but
the instructor would be available for all at this time.

Throughout, the instructor attempted to create an environment which
would motivate and stimulate the students to think critically and isnalytically,
to act creatively and to pursue undertakings purposefully.

Evelustion Devices:
Evaluation devices used to assess student progress included: pre and post

tests midquarter and final examinations in which objective and essay quese.
lions were used, and analysis of tape recordings of the conferences.

Films dealing with administrative and supervisory problems were shown to
determine .itudent's abilities to identify and analyze problems.

The behavior analysis of the objectives Was used as a tool for checking per-
formance in the clinical area by the supervisor, head nurse and instructor.
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Other faculty members evaluated the tape recording% and students written

proiects. Instructors evalurted reports by stu.knts throughout thc loaner.
A multiple choice ..ingle response test s.hich had been given to three pre-

vious groups of students as the final emuni...ition was given at midquaner.

Conclusions:
Student rxhievement walk equal to previous groups. Comments from stu-

dents indicated that most of them felt challenged and learned a great deal.

Two students felt lost and confused most of the time. The instructor felt that

t was the most stimulating course she had taught.

Data requires further analysis before most definite conclusions can be

drawn.
The process of group work seemed to be the most worthwhile result. Stu-

dents had the opportunity to discuss problems and share ideas. Tbe challenge

and problems encountered in group problen solving appeared to be most

beneficial for all students.

Problems Encountered:
Lack of experience Lod lack of special prepared Materials were no doubt

the most difficult problems.
This was as much of a learning experience for the instructor as for the

student.
The need to prepare special materials, manuals and guides for students is

evident. More refined evaluation tools are needed.
The most beneficial result was that student% had the opportunity to do

grov-problem solving. The difficuhy here was that not sufficient time wax

spent in the beginning of the course on hos to do this effectively.

Recommendations:
Much more study i required of the use of this technique in nursing courses.

ft would seem that there is a need to explorc ways to have students begin work-

ing as groups earlier in the course of studies. Although the approach in this

study is not true independent study and there were many weaknesses, it would

seem that at least it is a beginning and further study of the technique and its

effectiveness is well worthwhile.
A study using the group approach to self directed study is highly recom.

mended.

INDEPENDENT STUDY FOR SENIOR STUDENTS
IN MEDICAL AND SURGICAL NURSING

Clarabelle Theobold Arizona State lintversIty

introduction:
The senior year in a nursing programis often considered by students, as

well as instructors, to be the last opportunity to learn the reams of knowledge

necessary to be an effective practicing nurse. By the second semester of this

year, students often find themselves in a state of panic due to their ideas that
they must learn ml about nursing while in school. Because of this, it was de.

cided that independent study would be attempted by part of the seniors in
their second semester of Medical and Surgical Nursing.

Independent study was perceived as a means of increasint, student respon-

sibility in learning and a way of preparing the young nurse to continue learn-

ing when she was no longer in an educational setting.
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Objective:
ft wos hypothesized that students doing independent study would learn tacit,and their application as readdy as do students in a more controlled situation.

Design:
An experimental situation was devisee in which ten pairs of students werematched actording to five significant characteristics. BCCINJW of unexpected

circumstances. one pair could MX participate in the study. During Spring, Se-mester. groups consisting of one member from each of 9 pairs of matched
students participated in this proiect. Assignment of members to groups wasdone randomly.

Clan time for the experimental group was reduced 59% to allow thestudents to pursue their learning interest.. During the hours free of class (whilethe other group attended class). instructors for the ekperiniental group wereavailable for ind vidual conferences. The allocation of in-class time was plannedas follows:

Lecture (shared)
Conference
Clinical Lab.

Evaluation Driices:

1.aperimental Controi
Group Group

10 Hours 10 Hours
16 hours 64 hours
II hours! wk. $ hours/wk.

The experimental group had only two examinations during the semestersince members of this group were not following a predetermined sequenceof learning. The control group had quizzes weekly throughout the semesterin addition to the tfo examinations.
Findings:

The data on differences between groups was sublected to statistical analysis.
The t-test was used and provided evidence at th .05 level of confidence sub-
stantiating the hypothesis. A follow-up examination is planned within the yea:to determine any difference in retention. It is anticipated that the group doingindependent study will have retained a greater amount of knowledge.

Students in thc experimental group indicated no negative feellnp aboutagain using independent study. Of the control group. 29% wished to use inde-pendent study sf they hild the opportunity.
Both instructors involved with the independent study group felt that thisexperience had been very exciting and was worthy of further consideration. Thephilosophy of the instructor as a catalyst rather than a purveyor of knowledge

seemed extremely satisfying, both to instructors and to students.

SELF-D1RECTED STUDY AS A METHOD OF TEACHING
Senior Level Students in the Course:

Principles of Supervision and Team Management
Commorah E. White University of Oregon
introduction:

During the senior year of three academic quarters. students have threerotations.. Senior Clinical Experience. Psychiatry and Public Health. The sen-ior class is divided so one section of students is in each of the three areas. The
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students in the present study hal all but tw completed their nursing courle... in
Psychiatry and Public Health. Concurcnt with the course Principles of Super-
vision and "leant Management, the students were assigned in the clinical arca
for two eight-hour period: and one six-hour period followed by a two-hour
seminar. Some of the students were enrolled also at Portland State College
for three six-hours, either to finish requirement% for the baccalaureate degree
or bit their o ,n pleasure.

Objective:
io introduce Self-Directive Study as a method ill teaching Principles of

Supervision and Team Management.
"I he student objectives were: 4 i IP acquire knowledge of the principles of

supervision and (24 to increase skill in the use of prohlem solving technique
as applied to supervision.

Design:
"me twenty-threcr students enrolled in the course Winter Quarter served as

the control group. Principles of Supervision were presented in the first part of
the quarter: the focus of the last pan of the quarter Was problems prepared
by the students ni skit form and based on what they cricoimtered in their con-
current clinical practice in three hospitals. These were presented and discussed
using application of principles of supervision. Students prepared examination
questions from problems they had encountered. Thy final examination consisted
of many of these problems.

Self-Directed Study was introduced to the experimental goup which con-
sisted of thirty student: in Spring Quarter. Essentially the control and experi-
mental groups were comparable except in number. Both groups had varied
backgrounds and interests their home environments were a cross section of
social and economic situations. The length of quarter Was the same for both
groups and the same written assignments were required. However, the skits
used for problem solving for both groups had been prepared by the contra'
group. The cumulative grade point for the Control group ranged from 2.17

3.40 with a mean of 2110 and for the experimental group from 2.28 3.76

with a mean of 1.711.

Evaluation Devices:
The final examination for the control group was used as the pre-tett and

final examination for the Self-Directive Study (sroup. 'the mid-quarter exami-
nation was the same for both groups.

Conclusions:
The range of achievement on the final examination was:
Control group (Winter) 70% 55% mean of 79.9tt%
Self-Directive Study 71r1, 86(-- mean of 7X.177r
From thc written reports the students appeared to like Self-Directive Study

hut some felt they needed more guidanc from th instructor. Others felt that it
would have been to their advantage if. after the group sessions, it was arranged

for them to meet in the formal classroom to discuss the learning experiences
gained in the small groups.

It was difficult to assess, the outcomes of Self-Directive Study. The con-
tent of the course lent itself to this approach. The instructor believed in the
method and felt that thc more mature students gained a great deal from the
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course. while the more immature -student% felt Insecure and preferred spoon-
feeding. However. the only tool used for valuation mdicated no difference be-
tween the outc:omes for the two groups.

1 hc MOrticlor gained tram the experience. .1 he bibliogra-
phy prepared for the student% was recent materisl, It win comprehensive and
covered wide range of subject% as wee as covering experiences. opmions and
ideas of author% from many parts of the country. .1 he awareness of the un-
pact of Self-Directive Study in college% acros, the country win a %mace of in-
creased study and learning for the writer.

Problems:
As three tesions of the formal Chit% lot the Self-Directive Study (iroup

were given to the pre-test, final test. and the papers returned to students for
discussion the final session, this was a limiting factor.

'Mc greatest problem encountered was an evaluation tool which would be
fair to all students in the application of principles in problem solving situations.
Students in the project group were assigned in three different hospitals, thirteen
different hospital unit% and had %even different clinical instructors with varied
backgrounds. Also in the hostpital units were eight instructors with sophomore
students and several students in the Master Program doing their practice teach-
ing. With all the varied disciplines and situation% the senior students encoun-
tered. it appeared to the writer that a tooi Of evaluation for the application of
principles to be used in the classroom was the most important area for further
work and study.

Future Plans:
The writer would attempt Self-Directive Study again hut would spend lime

and effort in trying to modify attitudes of participating members toward Self-
Directive Study before doing another pro)ect of this nature. A different textbook
for the course woulit be selected, and, if pozsible. MOr time allocated to covet
the course content.
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ABSTRACTS OF PROJEMS

UTILIZING TEAM TEACHING

SI



AN EXPLORATORY RESEARCH STUDY OF
THE SYSTEM OF TEAM-TEACH1NG

Freshmen Students in Maternal-ChNd Health Nursing
and

Sophomore Students in Medical-Surgical Nursing

Cynthia 0. Barnes El Camino College

Introduction:
Certain lacks and inadequacies had been encountered in systems where

indisidual teacher planning. presentation and follow-up efforts were used ex-

elusively or where group coordination and functioning were severely restncted.

This study was based Lpon the beliefs of the faculty that I ii when instructors

are involved in all phases of the educational program they feel a comitment

to the program which stimulates the nno contribute freely of their knowledge

and skills. 421 awareness of the iotai program. together with group plannmg

leads to consistent. close correlation of content and laboratory experiences. and

( 3) a democratic theory of administration which has for its core. respect for
the individual worth of man. is completely computable with the democratic

processes of group effort toward decision.making.
The problem of the study was -Does the team teaching system provide an

organizational structure in which tit a democratic theory of administration

Can be implemented. 121 resources of individual faculty can he used effective-

ly. 3) repetition and/or omission of content be eliminated (4 , meaningful

sequence of learning he assured. I .%) students learn to tranfer known principles

from one situation to another. IN comparable learning experiences are made

available to students and 0) the growth of the individual instructor is mixi-

mized through group participation and problem solving approaches to group

concerns in the development of an educational program.

Objectives:
1. Use strength of individual instructors effectively throughout curriculum

2. Maintain close correlation of cont:nt and laboratory experience.

Asure comparable clinical °twenties and clinical evaluation.
4. Build a cognitive structure which will cover content and clinical obiec-

fives rfirt-iivrly with greatest economy of lime.
g. Faculty acts as model for students winch will stimulate them to read

Design:
pertinent material outside of assignments. participate act vely in class

discussion, and use group processes.
b. Function effectively within a group in cooperat ve planning and in shar-

ing responsibility.
Team teaching has been in effect for a year and a half which is also as long

as the program has been in existence. Ihis year faculty teaching first year stu-

dents. and faculty leaching second year students, were sub-grouped for pur-

poses of detailed curriclum planning. Meetings for each of these groups were

scheduled for 2 hours !Nice each week. A 3 hour meeting win scheduled every

week for total faculty curriculum study anJ planning. Thc director participated

in all total faculty meetings. Si.: participated in 'he meetings of the sub-groups

on request from the group. or at least twice a month. instructors were required

to participate in all scheduled sessions. This much structure was believed to be

necessary if objective goals were to be reached.



A lad teacher %sas formally identified for each suh.group. The lead teacher
did not assume a leadership tole in thr group tesioons at all times. The leaJer
role changed from session to session and even during a single session. The direc-
tor assumed the rote ot a faculty member in sub-group sessions.

Group members worked earnestly to reach concensus of opinion in making
decisions. In keeping with democratic processes however, the minority must
yield to the majority occasionally. In these instances. each member recopized
her responsibility and obligation to carry out the anal plans.

Tasks identified which mutt he carried out in group work were:
1. Development of clinical olnectives.

II. Development of clinical evaluatioo tools.
111. Determine depth and scope of theory.
IV. Determine depth and scope of theory.
V. Decisions as to where suecific learning can best be achieved. e.g. col-

lege laboratory, hospital or other community agency.
VI. Group maintenance funetionit.
Tasks identfled which can be carried out individually without disruption

of the team teaching system were:
1. Development of detailed lecture .lotes.

II. Compilation of bibliography, reference reading and audio-visual aids
to he submitted to the group for selection of critical materials.

III. Maintenance of student anecdotal recoeds.
IV. Evaluation of nursing care plans for students in the individual in-

structor's section. consults team members only in special circumstances.
V. Counseling students in the individual instructor's sections. Re academic

and personal problems us necessary.
VI. Periodsc discussions with students concerning their over-all progress.

Evaluation Dovicos:
Faculty planning sessions and student post-conferences were tape-recorded:

the recordings were analyzed in relation to the stated objectives and categorded
on the Bales Interaction Scale.

A student questionnaire was developed and answered by each of the 66
participating students.

A faculty questionnaire was developed and answered by fuH-time faculty.
two student teachers and the coordinator.

Additional questionnaires were developed to collect dem not available by
analysis of tape recordings. such as faculty and student reaction to team teach-

ing.
Conclusions:

Findings of thc study lead to the following conclusions. Fnculty members
participated actively in both sub-groups and total group. Degree and kind of
participation varied moderately among the individual members.

Instructors believe they contributed effectively from their special areas of
knowledge and ability/strengths, and that this was a satisfying experience.

Instructors identified and strengthened weak areas through faculty planning
sessions, through student-instructor relationships, and by attending content pre-
sentations of fellow group members.

Behaviorally stated clinical objectives and clinical evaluation tools were
developed in group session. and faculty felt confident of their application and
utility in varying clinical situations. Instructors were usually. hut not always.



in complete agreement with the above. 'they found the disagreement frustrat-
ing in some instances but this frustration was reduced by group discussion.

Two-thirds of Om year students felt that faculty always or usuidly agreed
on what they were to learn and how they were to be evaluated. One-third felt
that they did not. or only at times. agreed. "Ihrec-fourth of the second year
students felt that faculty agreed and one-fourth felt they did not or only at
times. The only legitimate conclusion hcre. is that faculty and student* are
not in agreement about whether faculty agree.

Common element../companents were identdkd in group session. Students
believe they identlied these components n varying clinical situations and at
varying levels of compiexity.

Three-fourth of the students believed there was no unnecessary repetition.
Students who believe there was excessive repetition said it was on the psycho-
logical aspects of nursing.

Identification of common components were very helpful in eliminating re.-
petition of content and experietice. This was a:so the major factor in being able
to use a variety of clinical situations for thc same learning experience.

Students did extra, unassigned reading and participated in class. Most stu-
dents hclieved mstructors stimulated them to do this. They reiected the sug-
gestion that they were forced to do this.

It seems then, that in the overall perspective, the system of team teaching
was successful in relation to the obiectivcs of this study.

Problems:
I. The tools used for data collection were inadequate; pressures of work

load and lack of stall' influenced this. There were also limitations in data analy-
sis.

2. One faculty member had had some recent unpleasant experience in
group work and some carry-over was evident to the rest of thc faculty.

3. A major problem in analyzing tapet for data on group interaction was
that the non-verbal communications were missed.

4. The role and function of the lead teacher posed a difficult problem un-
til a written description was developed. One individual became quite authori-
tarian and directive while the other showed signs of great frustration and
threatening withdrawal.

5. All fr.culty expressed urgent need to delineate level of performance ex-
pected of students at intervals. e.g. by the end of each semester. An attempt
to do this is reflected in continuous revision of the evaluation tools.
Possible Solutions to Problems:

Preparation of a faculty prior to instituting this system of teaching is pri-
mazy and essential. This should include careful delineation of tasks (work)
to be done in group process and that which is to he done Individually. There
should he an expressed willingness of all members of the group to work in
such a system. For some individuals it is extremely difficult to do croup work
and for some it may be impossible. Varying degree% of knowledge. experience
and ability concerning group work exist among any group of individuals. It
is strongly urged that an individual with expertise in this be brought in to
conduct some sessions in group interaction and process per se. One of the
involved individuals cannot do this effectively. Individuals fairly well experi-
enced in group process become frustrated whcn I or 2 members cannot func-
tion.
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A written description of the lead teacher rule should be discussed. under-
stood and accepted by each group member.

Some fair and equitable arrangements should be made with administrators
to allow credit for time mvolved, e.g.. listening to all lectures and for group

meetings.
The system should he adapted in relation to the unique characteristics of

the home institution.
Some plain for continuing study and evaluafion of the effectiveness of the

system should be developed before its iMtiation. Even though no formal study

is to be reported, it is vitally impGrtant that evaluation torth be developed
which will measure effectiveness in terms of both production and satkfaction.

Ideas for Future Studies:
The author expects to repeat this study in a new situation and improve

it comiderabls bs to:lowing the ahtne recommendations. Voltotsing that,, it is
hoped a study can be made which will attempt tO measure tne effect Of Wain
teaching on student learning in comparison to other methods of teaching. e.g.

individual teaching.

THE TRANSITION FROM HOSPITAL TO HOME
Senior Students

Public Health Nursing
University of Wyomingla I.. Wadley

Introduction:
The problem was to utilize team teaching in one unit of the public health

nursing Course. Senior student% were to hc given the opportunity to receive
more esperience in the hospitad set ing and to relate care of the patients to
home and the function% of the public health nurse. The purpose of the team
teaching arangement was tO utilize faculty members' expertness in evaluating

sensor students meeting the requirements of thc unit of study.
Team teaching was economical time-wise becAuse public health instructors

were relieved from the students' laboratory time. Clinical instructors did not
have additional hours because of their responsibility for iunior students. Team
teaching made for more personal instruction and rave ..tudenh contact with
the specialists of each arca.

Students were seniors in a four year collegiate program. They had had
clinical nursing in all areas and were registered for public health nursing.

Objectives:
Proicc.:

The study sought to evaluate the team teaching method as a means of
specifically relating hospital care of patients to home care and establishing
that continuity of care should exist and be maintained on a two-way COM.
munication basis from the hospital to the public health agency and vice
litMI.
Teacher:

I.. To give the student opportunity to give nursing care to hospitalized
patients.

2. lo give the student opportunity to evaluate patients for the possi-

hility that home care might hc beneficial.
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Student:

the hospital to the home.

nent in making an accurate decision regarding the need for home visits.
4. To give the student opportunity to identify criteria which are perti-

3. To give the student opportunity to stablish continuity of care from

I. To increase your skill in providing physical and c.notional care for

by the students for the necessity of having home visits. Information about
each patient was widen up on the provided form. Students made home

Design:

patients. These seven patients received total nursing care and were evaluated

the hospitalized patient.

ficial.

beneficial.

patients and families require professional skill in follow-up care.

Each student spent twenty-four hours in the hospital caring for seven

2 To identify significant situations where home visits would be bene-

4. To support your decision by ming specific criteria.

3. To increase your ability to make judgments in determining which

5. To obtain orders from physicians for home care when it °tad be

visits to each patient to test their judgments. Again criteria were listed which

substantiated or proved their judgmints wrong.
One patient, chosen by the student, was presented to the class in a case

study.
Team participants were instructors from public health. medical-surgical

nursing, and pediatrics. It was the function of she pediatric and medical-
surgical instructors to supervise the students in tte clinical *cuing. to evalu-

ate the patients to determine if a home visit would he beneficial, to determine

if the students used all the available criteria for making their judgments. and

to act as consultant for the conferences which the students presented to the
class. The clinical instructors were responsible for the care given by the
students to patients in the hospital and were helpful in maintaining relation-

ships with the hospital personnel.
The public health instructors helped the students evaluate the Criteria for

making their judgments regarding the need for a home visit. After the stu-
dents had made their home visit to test their judgment. the public health

instructors then discussed the cases with the students to evaluate their de-
cisions.

The medical-surgical instructor acted as team leader. However. this !ender-

ship is to be the responsibility of the public health instructor in the future
because the students are registered for public health and are issued grades

by the puhlic health instructors.
Evaluation Devices:

The teacher objective.; were met hy the management of the unit. The first.

second, and third student objectives were evaluated hy the clinical instructors.

Both clinical and public health instructors were involved in evaluating the
fourth objective. The fifth objective was evaluated by the public health
instructors only. Students wrote evaluations of the team teaching method

and expressed that the objectives had been met. The method was tried with

two groups. and difffferent dissatisfactions were expressed. Most of thc prob.
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!ems were with the learning experiences. not with the method of teaching.
Faculty evaluated the method throughout the semester. Nu written evalua-
tions were received, but the participants freely voiced their opinions.

Conclusions:
The tram teaching method was successful in meeting the purposes of the

unit of study. The method gave the students a realistic approach to con-
tinuity of care and gave them opportunity to rut into practice the concept.
Satisfaction was achieved among the participants after the second trial. Must
of the problems which arose were not due to thc methodology but were due
to the uature of the learning experiences. The same problems could have
occurred had ant. :nstructor planned the unit of sti.dy. It is strongly recant-
mended that adequate planning he done before team teaching is tried.

Problems:
The major problem of team teaching encountered was lack of leadership.

During the first trial, no participant was designated as leader. Because of this
confusion was noticed on the rItt or the student and the participants. Before
the second trial, the medical-surgical instructor was appointed leader. This
step solved the difficulties with team teaching. There was no disagreement
between the participants concerning objectives of the unit or evaluation.
Future Plans:

The same participants plan to usc the team teaching method for this unit
ut study. The methodology has not been altered, but mechanics of the learn-
ing experience% have been changed to meet the needs of the instructors.

INTRODUCING PLANNED CONTENT AND LEARNING
EXPERIENCES FOR NURSING CARE OF DIABETES

MELLITUS INTO A TEAM TEACHING SITUATION
Sophomors Medical-Surgical Nursing

Dorothy Eihart Univotitty of Oregon

Introduction:
The teaching team itself was semi-organized, well-oriented to group inter-

action, but self-limited to planned team work and team participation due to
a previously rapid changing curriculum. Specific areas of weakness among
several in the student group. identified by instructors in the specialiiy areas,
were a lack of theoretics/ knowledge and implementation of nursing care
principles regarding patients with diabetes mellitus. Because of a lack of de-
fined, planned content for implementation in the clinical areas by all clinical
instructors on thc team, students were either not receiving information or
receiving inconsistent information relative to good diabetic nursing care.
Objectives:

The primary purpose of the project was to provide specific planned content
to be implemented in the clinics1 areas so that each student would have
the opportunity to care for a diabetic patient. try to meet the stated and indi-
vidual instructor's objectives of learning outcome% and be able to evaluate
the behavior outcomes.

A secondary purpose was that of motivating the eight clinical instructors
and other resotuce persons for more effort in using thc method of team
teaching leading to evaluation of methods of teaching and defining problems
and solutions.
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Buie over-all objectives for student leaning were:

I. Obser%-s the pertinent physical and emotional signs and symptoms of

the diabetic patient being cared for.
2. Carries out principles of diabetic nursing care with safety and skillful

technique.
3. Reeognizes the diabetic patient as an individual; evaluates his self-

understanding of his disease and initiates the patient or family teaching

needed.

IP:
The project wu couched to develop planned content for classroom lecture

and panel discussion proceeding to integration in ward conferences and

ward activities based on the student objectives and anticipated behavior out-

comes. The team was oriented to cooperativeness and interaction based upon

common understanding of purposes. The teaching team consisted of eight

medical-surgical instructors in the clinical areas, seven practice.teacher master

students, two psychiatric nurse consultants, a dietitian and other resource

persons, utilize.. tt. the best maximum in the field of their abilities. 1 he

physiopathology and nursing care theory of diabetes mellitus a four

hour clessroom segment of a two week unit on common endocrine patnologies.

The evaluation devices and their relative use was included in t. team orien-

tatioe.
Evaluation Doric's:

Evaluation devices consisted of: (1) a 25 point multiple choice pre-test

and post-test, (2) a ward conference check-list regarding planned topics to

be covered in addition to classroom reinforcement, and (3) a clinical rating

scale and comment anecdote made by each clinical instructor regarding her

evaluation of the abilities of each student based upon the objectives of an-

ticipated behavior changes.
Evaluation of the turn teaching method was done verbally in a group

meeting.

Conclusions:
Each student was provided with the opportunity to give and plan nursing

cue for a diabetic patient, including the mixing and inpecim! of insulins and

carrying out urine reductions.
The pre-test and post-test score error percentages Csowed a desirable

reduction in the majority. The results of behavior outcomes indicated by

the instructors clinical rating scales revealed 41.2% of the students acquired

a good understanding of knowledge with ability to identify patient needs
and carry out effective patient teaching. 12.5% demonstrated a poor under-

standing of theory and application of nursing care to patient needs. The

groups falling in categories between were indicative that students were dem-

onstrating prot lems in areas concerning:

1. A realistic viewpoint regarding self-care and home environment com-

bined with public health awareness.
2. A lack of ability to discriminate at what point teaching is actuaTi needed

and where needs are difffferent.
3. A lack of ability to follow through the teaching and it's efTectivencss.

4. A lack of ability to establish effective communication to dicern pa-

tients'real needs.
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Those students assigned to medical wards for clinical experience consistently

did better on pre and post-testing and in nursing 4:are performance. The

small group of students assigned to a diabetic outpatient clinic for experience

on selected rotation also did better at discerning patients' needs.

Problems Encountered:
There were not problems as such, pertaining to the presentation and im-

plementation of planned content by the team. Resource persons on the panel

discussion were excellently prepared. classroom lecture time was adequate.

ward conferences were arranged, planned and implemented as scheduled and

all data materials were well kept by ail concerned.
The teaching team had been functioning as a loose, independent group

without direction so the team leader was well able to establish interaction and

cooperative.iess. Marmot content that was utilizable with a purpose was moti.

vating.

Possible Solutions to Problems:
The ream together expressed the opinion that the problem areas which

the students encountered relative to diabetic nursing care were consistent and

similar to those encountered concerning long-term chronic illness as a result

of other disease pathologies. The psychiatric nurse consultant, who is the

mental health coordinator for the entire program. made plans to alter the

mental health seminars concurrent with fundamentals and medical-surgical

nursing in order to introduce process recording. self-interaction development,

role-playing and interviewing techniques at an earlier period, lending to plac-

ing more understanding to chronic disease complexes. It wu also concluded

that more emphasis should be given to the aspects of public health.

The instructors were enthusiastic to continue the use of planned content
for clinical integration in all further use.

Ideas for Fudher Studies:
To devise a study using a larger number of students consistently in the

diabetic outpatient clinic on thc campus and also in the Veteran's Hospitat;

using them as a control group in order to determine further effectiveness of

understanding chronic illness.

TEACHING OF INTRODUCTORY NURSING
Sophomore Nursing Students

kgentina L. Friedley University of Nevada

Introduction:
Three instructors were assigned by thc Dean of the nursing faculty to teach

the first semester of the sophomore year. One of the instructors was selected

by the Dean to he the coordinator of the team since this teacher had prior
experience witb the course content.

The problem for study was: "Is the team teaching method of significant

value to warrant it's use in a baccalaureate program of nursing?"

Objectives:
The team teaching method was instituted the first semester of the aca-

demic year. to coordinate the instructional talents of the teachers, to enhance

the learning experiences of students, and to afford inexperienced teachers the
opportunity to work closely with experienced teachers.



Design:
Upon general agreement. the three instructors attended all formal ClIMCS

and were assigned a spec:ilk portion of the course content. The assignments
were relevant to their speciality. Each instructor assumed responsibility for
a specific clinical facility.

in addition, thc instructors participated in the classes as the need arose.
Fitch student spent approximately six hours per week in the assigned clinical
facility. Community facilities were used to provide thc students with the
necessary experience. Instructors in public health, psychiatric and geriatric

nursing were used as resource persons.

Evaluation:
Students had individual, mid-term and final semester conferences with the

teaching team. 'The purpow of the conferences were to assist the student to
evaluate her progress in the nursing course.

The questionnaire used for this study was adapted from the WCHEN
**Leadership Seminar No. I" Workshop.
Results:

The main problems encountered by the team teachers were:
I. A lack of time to orient the new faculty members to the team teaching

method.
2. Difficulty in finding time to plan and organize the course content.
3. inadequate guide lines,
4. Lack of information regarding the team teaching method.
S. Poor interpersonal relationships.
The initial experience from the teachers' point of view of the team teach-

ing method was not successful for this particular baccalaureate program of
nursing. However, it is believed by the writer that the negative experiences of
the team teaching method can be an asset for th next study in team teaching.

Future Mien:
The team teaching method will be instituted the first semester of the

forthcoming academic year. Future action includes:
1. Adapting the guidelines as proposed in "When is a Team a Team'?" by

L. 1. "unningham.
2. Particular emphasis will be placed on allowing time for advanced lesson

preparation. be prepared for problems, providing information regarding
team teaching. post evaluation after each demonstration and formal
class presentation.

NURSING CARE OF PATIENTS WITH PROBLEMS
OF FLUID AND ELECTROLYTE BALANCE

Sophomore Students
Baccalaureate Degree Program

MedicalSurgical Nursing
Marie Haddad Pacific Lutheran University

The instructors at the Pacific Lutheran University School of Nursing em-
ployed team teaching in Medical-Surgical Nursing primarily to meet needs

of the increasing numbers of students enrolled in thc course and to equalize
the faculty-student ratio in the clinical area. Medical-Surgical Nursing was
taugbt in the sophomore year.
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This was a pilot study in which a new approach to teaching was selected.
Problems of patients with medical-surgical conditions were identified and
selected fot teaching the content. Basic principles for each unit were identi-

fied and compiled to gui.le the instructors in the teaching situation.
Prebiem:

Careful team planning can provide better correlation in teaching a unit
in -Nursing Care of Patients with Problems of Fluid and Electrolyte Balance."

Objectives:
The objective of the project was to study the use of team teaching as a

method to meet more effectively the course objectives. The course objectives

were to enable the student to:
I. Name body fluids and identify their percentages of body weight.

3. Name tl.e electrolytes and their normal concentration in the human body.

3. Identify abnormal concentrations of electrolytes in the human body.
4. Write an effective nursing care plan identifying problems of patients

with fluid and electrolyte balance.
5. Initiate and carry out nursing measures to meet the needs of the patient

with problems of fluid and electrolyte balance.

Ossigns
In this situation the three participating instructors cooperated in planning

the teaching of the course at regular weekly meetings. The course outline

was the outcome of a cooperative endeavor of all members of the learn. In
the initial meetings the responsibility for teaching the theory was discussed

and content was divided to meet the instructors' preference and ability to
teach the particular units. The number of hours for each unit was decided

upon. allowing time for flexibility. The main objectives of the ensuing meet-
inp were to get feedback from previous learning experiences and to plan

for the following week. Basic principles of the unit to be taught were identified

and presented for discussion. These guided the instructors in the selection of
clinical asignments and in the discussions in individual and clinical conferences.

Once every week the clinical conference included all students and instructors

in the Medical-Surgical area to share experiences and discus, patients' prob.-

kms and principles basic to nursing action.
In this project the weekly clinical conferences, the evaluation tools set

up for the learning experiences, and the feedback brought by the instructors
to the weekly meetings were the criteria employed as to whether the instructors

made use of the guiding principles prepared by them.
Due to limitations in time and facilities, the only indications as to whether

the instructors used the principles in their clinical teachng was through their
remarks during the weekly meetings on how well the students used these
principles in the clinical area and in conferences; and by the ability shown

by the students in identifying principles as a Finis for nursing actions in their
daily nursing care plans.

Other evidences of the merit of this method were the favorable comments
made hy the accrediting visitors during their observations of students in the
clinical conferences, and the examination of students' nursing care pia= Also
in the flnal tabulation of results of eveluations done by the university to de-
termine the effectiveness of the teaching of faculty members, the students in
the Medicai-Surgical course had favorable comments on this method of
teaching.
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Problems Encountered:
I. Because the approach to teaching the content was new and unfamiliar

to inexperienced inttructors. they felt intecure.
2. Most of the team members had difficulty identifying sc:entilic principles.
3. Approximately fifty percent of the team were negrtive to the tunt

method.
4. The limitations in time and facilities to set up tools to evaluate this

method.
Conclusions:

The advantages evidencffed itt this method of teaching were as follows:
1. The course in Medical-Surgical Nutting was the outcome of cooperative

planning.
2. Team members worked cooperatively in identifying principles.
3. Content was divided to meet the instructors' preference and ability to

teach.
4. Thc faculty-ttudent ratio was equalized in the clinical area.

Recommondations:
Team teaching has its merits and should make contributions to nursing

education when faculty members are previously oriented to the ten211 method.
Inservice education programs in group process and in the identification of
scientific principles to prepare faculty for this method of teaching should be
also hcl ful.

AN INVESTIGATION OF TEAM TEACHING IN
MATERNAL-CHILD NURSING

Sophomore Students
Baccalaureate Degree Program

Mildred Knudsen Montana state College

Purpose:
The purpose of my study was to investigate team teaching as a system

for instruction in Maternal-Child Nursing. It was assumed that team teach-
ing would result in immediate curriculum improvement and improvement
of student learning experiences. and in long term improvement of the atti-
tudes of the Maternal-Child Nursing faculty toward curriculum development.

Objeeth118:
A. The immediate objectives to be achieved by the project were:

I. Maintenance of focus on principles that apply to many situatious.
2. Identification of a common core of knowledge in Maternal-Child

Nursing.
3. Elimination of duplication of content.
4. Assimilation of knowledge from both fields.
5. Selection of critical xe material.
6. Awareness of each instructor's contribution and relationship to the

COUTIC.
7. Awarenets of nursing situations in both areas.
8. Greater control of learning experiences through C0111114600 of ac-

tivities.
9. Strengthening perception of the family, its environment and re-

lationships that effect each of its members.
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10. Promotion of health principles and prevention of illness as well as

competence in nursing skills.
11. Lessening of stress for students.

B. Long term obiectives were:
1. Promotion of Maternal-Child Nursing rather than separate areas of

nursmg.
I. Broadening view of nursing.
3. Establishing a realistic. on going. in-service opponunity to change,

adapt and grow.
4. Promoting faculty stability.

Design:
The design of the report was descriptive. A single course outline for use

by the tram of instructors was developed la basis for WM teaching in

Maternal-Child Nursing and this outline was used for classrcxxn instruction

and planning of student learning experiences during clinical experiences.

Evaluation:
Evaluation devices used were:
1. lhe development of the single course outline for teachers.

2. Tape recordings.
3. Activity logs of students.

4. Teachers diaries.

Conclusion:
The team has broadened their understanding of Maternal-Child Nursing

through the development of the single course outline for teachers. The in-

creased understanding has contributed to the karning experiences of students

and has resulted in improved patient care.

Problems Encountered:
Problems encountered were:
1. Motivating all members of the team to contribute to the COOCctiOn of

material. discussing. selecting, planning and preparing each sectioa of

thc outline.
2. Channeling the amount of time and energy needed for collecting. dis-

cussing. planning and preparing each section of the outline from busy

schedules.
3. 1.ack of time and energy for collecting, discussing, planning and pre-

paring each section of thc outline.
4. Motivating all members of the team to assume a fair share of the re-

sponuhility lor tcam teaching.

5. Changing curriculum schedules caused changes in basic planning limiting

the team teaching activity to a five week session instead of the ten weeks

plannt.J.
6. Changing decisions regading format of student's outlines has delayed

the development of the student outline.
As the learn worked together, each developed skill in various areas and

developed confidence in thc value of each contribution. As each members

became more confident, less motivation was needed by fellow members of

the tcam and a greater share of individual responsibility is being assumed.

Much time and energy continues to be needed but satisfaction in student

accomplishment and patient care is rewarding.
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"I he faculty council has continued to discuss format for student outlines and
this decision was necessary before completing the student outline.

The change in curriculum schedule was a general faculty decisioa and
these limitations were beyond clinical faculty control.
Ideas for Further Study:

This proicct is very incomplete and the team wishes to continue to study
the team approach to Maternal-Child Nursing and to develop a student out-
line which will he a tool for student learning and student evaluation. The
result will he a better patient care.

TEAM TEACHING IN MATERNAL-CHILD NURSING
Sophomore Students Associate Degree Program

Sylvia Pompura Chaffey College

Introduction:
A. The problem confronting the teaching team was: Devise a method

whereby the students would have observation at a community resource
in the area of maternal-child nursing.
a. Same agency used by all thr instructors simultaneously.
h. Better correlation of subject material.
c. Provide for the student and obsci vational experience. whereby the

student would acquire knowledge of the nurses tole in the com-
munity resources.

d. Plan for transfer of knowledge from one situation to another.
B. Rationale of this method of teaching:

a. Utilization of the background of the individual faculty members to
a greater advantage.

h. Planning together would lead to more consistent and better corre-
lation of the subject content and the laboratory experiences lin this
instance the observation in the community agency./

C. The teaching team of Maternal-Child Nursing consisted of three in-
structOfs.
a. One had a background of pediatric and obstetrical experience.
h. Second one had a background of pediatric and medical-surgical ex-

perience.
c. The third one had a background of public health and psychiatric ex.

perience.
D. The student group were the sophomore students in ere spring semester

of 1964.
Objectives of the Teaching Team:

I. Cooperative effort and better correlation of subject material and lab.
oratory experiences (in this instance the observation in the community
agency).

2. Develop clinical objectives for the students in the community agency.
3. Develop better cooperation and more effective teaching by the team.

Design:
The three instructors worked together and combined resources for material.

child nursing. Student observation in clinical agencies was the focus. Plans
were formulated concerning the type and kind of community agency to be
used by this team.
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The class was divided into two sections and students were in either their

pediatric or (*metrical lecture at the same time. A one hour combined class

was held each week at which all students and the three instructors were present.

Evaluation Devices:
I. A paper and pen examination.
2. Personal contact and interviews.

Conclusion:
1. Due to effort of the teaching team a total of fifteen various commlnity

agencies were used.
2. Students were better prepared for observational experience.

3. Instructors had more time to exaluate nursing care and develop own

class material.
4. Counseling students in subiect material was simplified as the groups were

smalkr.
Problems Encountered:

I. Care had to be taken in choosing arencies, due to transportation and

scheduling of visits.
2. Acceptance of modifications of the instructors ideas.

Solution to Problems:
I. The team recognized the existence of problems and through discussion,

possible solutions were reached.
2. Better anecdotal notes to be kept.

3. Develop better interpersonal relationships and thus eveltually lead to

better communications.
Plans for the Future:

I. Setting up criteria for determining the amount ot carry-over into ad-

vanced nursing situations.
2. Determine how much this experience has influenced the students ex-

tension of their roles as a member in the community. (as a parent.

voter. P. T. A.. etc.)
3. Help students to have an appreciation of problems (administrative. fi-

nance. etc. ) of the agencies used while operating in a particular corn-

munky.

TOWARD MORE COMPLETE CORRELATION OF

KNOWLEDGE AND IT'S APPLICATION
WHEN USING TEAM TEACHING

Sophomore Students
Medical-Surgical Nursing

aria L. Stratton Walla Walla College

Introduction:
Six instructors have been acting as a team, both in the presentation of facts

and principle sand in applying this in thc clinical situation in Medical-Surgical

Nursing. The team has spent many long. cooperative hours in attempting to

plan a program based on sound learning principles. However, it has been

felt that more effective correlation of knowledge and it's application could

and should he achieved. The purpose of this proiect was to evaluate the present

correlatiGn and to try. with subsequent evaluation, a new plan in an attempt

to reach more complete correlation.
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Oblectivioss
I. To exemine existing correlation of theory with lab experience.

II. To make more effective correlation possible.
To evaluate the achievement after more effective correlation has been
possible.

I. Determine existing correlation of theory content with lab experiences.
A. Visit ward conferences weekly over a five week period. List stu-

dent assignments and topic of discussion for that day.
B. Give pre-test over a basic principle to be taught during the ob-

servation period.
C. Repeat the test following the observation.

II. Summarize data and present to team.
111. Present a plan which might make more effective correlation possible

A. Present a portion of theory content based on scientific principles.
B. Have student identify problems of the patient which most closely

correlated with current theory content.
C. Have student state the problem. nursing action and scientific prin.

ciple on a 3 x 5 card to be evaluated by instructor.
D. Instructor to have at least one ward conference discussion per week

based entirely on problems and principles correlating with theory
content.

IV. Evaluation.
A. Carry out lab-theory correlation evaluation as used in phase 1 to

see if better correlation was achieved.
B. Periodic discussion with team members to evaluate provess and

discuss problems.
C. Give a second written pre-test and post-test using stated objectives

as a basis for forming an objective. situation-type examination over
facts and principles and their application in directing nursing action.

Celle lusillins:
One cannot say that any clear cut conclusions were derived from this study.

Inferences for our group seemed quite significant hut nothing can be set down

n coe:rete mathematic..
As was anticipated the instructors and students were concentrating on the

situations unique to eaeh lab unit. Because it was extremely dillicult to transfer
current theory to a unit where the specific situation did not exist, sixty-five

per cent of the problems students were seeing on lab were beyond theory
content.

The trial plan presented in an attempt to provide for better immediate
application of theory was not carried out without problems. A high &pre
of skill is required by the instructor, and students should be more gradually
oriented to the scientific principle approach. BCCIIMC of the shon length of
the trial most of the time was wen' becoming familiar with the method. Stu-
dents and instructors were stimulated to understand and apply broad scientific

'Note: This plan does not eliminate the instructor's responsibility for pro-
moting total patient care on both an individual and group basis.
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principles rather than being limited to memorization of nursing action appro-
priate in specific situations. Some of the instructors continued to use the plan
and felt it was of definite value. It was felt that with experience and further
study this plan could and should be adopted as part of the total program.

The pre-testing and subsequent post-testing showed no increase in learning
in the trial situation over that of the observation period.

Problems:
Briefly stated, the maior problem was a lack of experience in using the

new plan on the part of both instructor and student.

Possible Solution:
1. Orient the student to this approach at the beginning of her experience

in the clinical division.
II. Intensive in-service educ:ation conferences among team members.

III. Possible rearrangement of the team so that one instructor would be
responsible for classroom instruction over a longer time period.

Ideas for Further Studies:
I. Continue to work with this plan on an academic year basis.

11. Attempt to find some point of evaluation for extension of plan.
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